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eBritain has captured the attention of readers around the world. This edition is focused
on innovative leadership with an eclectic mix of technological scholarship, features and
reviews. Amongst the features, Andy Phippen considers how higher education can work
in partnership with industry and Steve Furnell outlines how to avoid the phishing hook.
But those whose interest lies mainly in science can also benefit from participating in the
arts and vice versa. We believe that contributors to society need to be fully rounded
Renaissance-style men and women. We can all benefit from having a more rounded life
experience and we have included a selection of novels to read, exhibitions, restaurant
reviews and holiday suggestions. 

This year’s World Hi-Tech Forum organised by the British Institute of Technology & E-
commerce attracted 500 delegates over two days. The deliberations and interactive
speeches were based on technological developments and global partnering around the
world. eBritain also hosted a dinner at the Science Museum in London with a series of
awards for outstanding contributions to technology. Lord Sainsbury, pictured on our
cover, received the Championing of Technology award sponsored by Rolls Royce and Mr
Ratan Tata received the Outstanding Leadership award. We hope you’ll keep us informed
of those you consider deserve recognition for their contributions towards using
technology positively in society.

Dr M Farmer
Editor In Chief

…building a critical mass of knowledge
in partnership with pioneers
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Marrying Higher Education with 
Industry
How Working in Partnership can have Mutual Benefits

Dr Andy Phippen
Director of IT Liaison and Programme
Manager, School of Computing and
Electronics University of Plymouth

"We don't want to do an MSc in
Artificial Intelligence!"
- Head of IT of major sector employer

The relationship between Higher
Education and Industry within the IT
sector has always been somewhat
fractious. From the industrial
perspective, the "ivory tower"
perception still holds for the majority -
academics are not interested in
industrial need, they are only
concerned with research, papers and
"their subject area"; they have no
experience of the "real world." Equally,
academics find it difficult to deal with
the demands of individual
organisations that seem to constantly
change - does industry know what it
wants from higher education?

Each perception does hold some truth
- if we consider the drivers for
academic development (and
promotion), these will almost invariably
focus upon research inputs and
outputs, and these sometimes have
little relevance to the immediate needs
of industry. If we consider two of the

strongest areas of Computer Science
research - Artificial Intelligence and
Formal Methods - there is little need
for either in the majority of the sector at
the present time. And from an
industrial perspective, the sector
moves at a rapid pace - responding to
constantly changing demands from the
industries ICT serves in fulfilling the
information requirements of its users
delivered to a myriad of platforms.
Moving goalposts 

This is a sector with not only moving
goalposts, but completely new goals
on completely different pitches!
Fortunately, a slowing and maturing of
the industry, and a growing
professionalism therein, means that
industry is now less likely to jump on
the latest hype technology simply
because it is available (we need only
look at the adoption of Vista for a
demonstrate of longer adoption
cycles). However, we still need to
understand how academia and
industry can work harmoniously for
mutual benefit.

When we talk about industry
engagement with academia within this
sector, we generally revert to the
stereotypical perspective - the third leg
income stream for academics. Even
the term suggests that funding from an
industrial source is a last resort,
something to "top up" income from
research and teaching; carrying out
some form of short term research or
consultancy contract with an
organisation, attempting to deliver
some form of Continued Professional
Development (CPD) to fulfil a training
or knowledge transfer need. 

Taking this view may explain why there
is often a lack of motivation among
academics to engage with industry -
the majority of these "options" for the
academic are short term and lack
continuity and sustainability. With the
academic mindset focussed upon long
term research and teaching built
around term and year long structures,
progression and accreditation, it can
be difficult to be as agile and
responsive as industry might require;
"should we adopt this new
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technology", "do you have anyone who
can teach my staff Scrum?" and similar
industrially focused questions
challenge whether academia is best
positioned to respond. 

A Different Perspective?

The quotation at the start of this article
comes from an amusing meeting I had
with a head of IT from a major sector
employer a few years ago. I had
embarked on a programme of
employer engagement in order to
better understand their needs, and had
scheduled a number of meetings with
the main employers in the region. The
first thing the gentleman said to me
was "Oh, you're from a University,
you'll be after money then!" I assured
him that was not the case and we
started to discuss the issues around IT
facing their organisation. Once we
started to map out a strategy for more
effective engagement he said "But we
don't want to do an MSc in Artificial
Intelligence". I agreed this was not,
perhaps, the best solution to our
mutual issues, yet he said it again a
little later in the discussion. When I
probed him on this statement, it turned
out that he had recently talked with
another University which invited him
and his deputy to their campus,
showed them the various types of
research they did, and then embarked
on a hard sell about the MSc course in
Artificial Intelligence they ran. There
was little attempt to understand the
needs of the organisation, they merely
tried to sell what the University did. 

This view of industry by HEIs is not
uncommon - they are viewed as a
means on income to further fund the
HEI's own research interests.
However, I would suggest that the
traditional perspective of the "third leg"
is one that does not present the only
method of HE/industry engagement.
These approaches suggest a
client/customer relationship between
the HEI and the organisation, while I
would propose that a partnership
model might yield more long term
success.

Working in IT

Our subject area, and sector, is, for the
majority, a professional one - most
students on Computer Science,
Computing and Information
Technology programmes are doing
their degree because the wish to work
in the IT industry and most fulfil their
ambition. It is not a subject with a
broad output, with graduates entering
many diverse sectors (in the same way
as, for example, Mathematics).
However, from the input perspective,
as someone who speaks to many 14-
18 year old young people to discuss
working in the sector and their
expectations, it is clear that they have
little appreciation about what life
working in IT is all about. 

The majority of our applicants are
interested in doing a Computing
degree because they have an
enthusiasm for the technology and
think it might be a good career (we
know this because we ask them!).
However, when they are asked what
working in the sector might be like,
they revert to stereotypes describing
people behind large banks of
computers all day long with little social
and organisational interaction. When
we reflect upon this, why should we be
surprised? How many sixteen year
olds will have had exposure to our
sector? What visibility of the sector is
there for these young people? In my

discussions it was interesting that the
two main roles year 9 or 10 students
(between age 14 and 15) believed
people in the sector did was either a
technician or "working in PC World".
Again, reflecting on this, this should
not come as a surprise; the only
experience they have of people
working in the ICT sector is either
seeing ICT technicians within the
schools, or staff in stores such as PC
World. 

Sector awareness

So, where should these young people
gain their sector awareness? In my
previous article I argued that IT
academics have a responsibility to
engender ethical practice in the next
generation of IT Professions. I would
also suggest that we should expect
that the "education" about the sector
should come from those delivering
Computing degree programmes. The
sector is, for the most part, now a
graduate level profession - in order to
develop a career in IT, there is an
expectation by the majority of
employers that they will recruit
graduates. Those graduates should be
prepared for the sector they are about
to enter into, with a clear view of the
expectations of what a career therein
will be like. However, at present, how
many Computer Science departments
are industrially engaged, have
members of staff who work with



industry, and could it articulate the
needs of the sector to potential
applicants? 

From the industry perspective, we are
a sector still growing steadily, with little
indication of downturn. Indeed, the
view from industry analysts,
corroborated by many conversations
with people in the sector, is that IT is
viewed as a solution to issues brought
about by the current "credit crunch",
and companies are still investing in
technology. eSkills UK's 2008 Insight
Report, suggested that the sector now
has more than one million jobs within
it, and that by 2012 there will be almost
one hundred and eighty thousand job
opportunities. Yet, Universities have
experienced a serious downturn in
Computer Science applications in the
last few years, and produce less that
15,000 new graduates to enter into the
industry every year. This is barely
enough to meet the churn from those
exiting the profession due to
retirement, let alone meeting the
increasing demands from new job
opportunities. Yet, a recent BBC news
article  suggests that Computer
Science graduates nationally face
higher levels of unemployment
immediately after graduation than
many others. We have a sector where
demand in increasing and supply in
reducing. Yet, supply is, in some parts,
not addressing the appropriate
characteristics of the demand. There is
an inequality between the Computing
graduates that some HEIs produce,
and what the sector actually needs. 

Finding staff

So how can this be addressed?
Companies are now in a position
where they are not filling all the
positions advertised. I have had
discussions with many regional
companies where they are operating
over capacity and cannot find enough
suitable people. I have been asked
"how can we make ourselves visible to
your students" on numerous occasions
over the last couple of years. Yet we
have seen a drop in students from the
boom years of the late 1990s, when it
seemed that everyone wanted to do a
Computing degree. What has
changed? It would seem, from
discussions with many young people,
teachers and careers advisors, the
hangover from the .Com crash, Y2K
bubble, and the perceived impact of
global outsourcing, have all
contributed to a perception that there
are no jobs in IT. The curriculum in
schools is dry and does not relate well
to young people who are hugely
engaged with ICT via video games,
mobile technologies, email, instant
messaging and social networking, yet
have nothing to show them that these
are the sorts of things that might be
involved in a career in the sector. 

We are in an interesting landscape -
the sector wants graduates and HEIs
want students. There is little financial
implication for an organisation to
engage with an HEI to discuss their
demands and expectations of a
graduate - the sort of technical and
professional skills they need. From the

University perspective, with
a greater appreciation of
careers in the sector, and a
greater visibility of the
industry, the young people
who are engaged and
enthused about ICT in their
social lives might become
more interested in a career.
This is surely the
foundation of a partnership
- neither has a financial
obligation to the other, yet
both have significant gains
to be made by working
together. 

Partnership

From this partnership, the money is not
generated initially from "third leg"
activities; it is generated, for the HEI,
from higher student numbers.
Industrial partners benefit due to a
higher availability of appropriate "raw
material" - they have a greater
appreciation of what the capabilities of
an incoming graduate are and they
have, more importantly, a focussed
supply. If employers are engaged with
an HEI, and can get in front of their
students, they can develop a more
sustainable strategy for graduate
recruitment. I have recently had to deal
with many disappointed companies
who approached us in May or June to
ask if we could advertise jobs with our
soon-to-be graduate students, and had
to be told that all our students had
already found employment (aside from
the minority who decide to go
travelling!). 

I believe it is down to the HEI to play a
pivotal role in developing these
partnerships, and they have to be the
catalyst for engagement. It is the
Computer Science departments who
will be promoting their courses to
young people, and if they can clearly,
authoritatively, communicate
messages about sector growth, and
the exciting careers therein, they are
more likely to engage new students.
The first thing in the mind of an
applicant for a Computing programme
(and this is also true for the parents of
said applicant!) is "will this get me a job
and what will I be doing?" We already
have the enthusiasm for technology
with Computing applicants, but they
are unlikely to invest more than ten
thousand pounds in a cool academic
experience without an appreciation of
the job prospects at the end of it. 

Employer Engagement

From my own perspective, we
embarked on a programme of
employer engagement within the IT
sector at the University of Plymouth
around four years ago. It required a lot
of front loading on our part; identifying
key employers in the region and
networking with these people to more
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effectively understand their needs for
graduates. This, in turn, allowed us to
refine our curriculum and introduce
subjects, particularly on the
professional side, that were missing.
We developed a deep understanding
of the requirements of employers in the
region and built up strong relationships
and this has a strong impact on the
employability of our graduates (our
programmes across the board have
high employability rates, with some
95% or higher gaining employment six
month after graduation). 

Last year we felt our strategy was
suitably developed to feed into our
admissions processes - we could
authoritatively speak about what were
our graduate destinations, what
employers were looking for, and what
recruitment techniques were used by
these employers. The employers had
been very generous in giving out this
information because they needed
people that fitted their needs and it did
not cost them anything!

Applications Rise 

In the last year, our applications have
increased by around 30%, and
acceptances by 100%. At the time of
writing we don't have the final figures
for those students who will embark on
a degree with us in September, but
numbers compared to this time last
year show a significant increase.
Feedback at open and preview days
has been extremely interesting -

applicants and students have both
noted how focussed on careers we are
and how this differs from other
institutions. 

However, the benefits are not simply in
student numbers. We have developed
relationships with these companies,
and now act as a hub of IT sector
knowledge in the region. For example,
when we encounter companies
considering adopting SFIA for job
specification and we can put that
company in touch with another who
has already done this. We have placed
our University at the centre of the
regional sector, rather than being an
ivory tower that resides somewhere on
the periphery. We are developing
schemes for sustainable recruitment,
managed exit pathways and
accreditation for in the workplace
training (for example for student who
have developed further knowledge on
placement) which help us place
employability at the core of our
programmes. We have developed long
term relationships with our partners
rather than short term contracts, and
have reaped additional benefits such
as student projects, Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships and CPD
opportunities. All of these improve the
perception of the sector, which has a
cyclical benefit to the development of
our subject area. 

A Happy, Synergistic, Future?

To conclude, I believe that the
"traditional" view of HE/industry
collaboration - the ill-perceived third
leg of income for an HEI - is an old and
tired approach that hampers the
opportunities for partnerships between
the developers of the next generation
of IT professionals, and those who
need these graduates. By working
toward a mutual goal, each party can
potentially benefit significantly.
Developing engagement strategies
and working toward partnership
requires a lot of effort, especially when
building relationships from scratch.
However, once underway, and when
both parties are clear about the
benefits, the hard work can certainly
pay off. 

We at Plymouth have embarked on a
journey and have, so far, found it to be
interesting, beneficial and rewarding
(from both a scholarly and financial
perspective). However, we realise that
this is just the start of a long term
strategy. We are now working with our
industrial partners to raise the visibility
of the sector among schools in the
region - the IT Diploma provides an
excellent vehicle for this - which will,
hopefully, enthuse further applicants to
engage with the sector. Unless we are
going to tell young people about how
exciting, fast moving and rewarding
our sector is, who else will?



Lord Sainsbury of Turville received the
Championing of Technology award
sponsored by Rolls-Royce at the 2008
annual awards dinner of the British
Institute of Technology and E-
Commerce (BITE). Presenting the
award, his lasting legacy to the industry
was highlighted as being his Review
published last year of the UK science
and innovation system which was
accepted by the Government as "a
blueprint to drive success."

The Review examined the role of
science and innovation in ensuring the
UK remains competitive in an
increasingly globalised economy. It
concluded that company strategies
based solely on low costs will end in a
downward spiral with each year bringing
in new low-cost competitors. The Report
indicated that the best way for the UK to
make the most of globalisation is to
support the restructuring of British
companies into high-value goods,
services and industries. 

The Government responded to the
report by announcing that it will invest £1
billion over three years to boost
business innovation and technology
development and will follow a science
and innovation strategy to help position
Britain as a key knowledge economy at
the forefront of 21st century innovation. 
Lord Sainsbury said, "The challenge is
not to hide behind trade barriers or

engage in a 'race to the bottom' but to
invest in the future in areas such as
knowledge generation, innovation,
education, re-training, and technological
infrastructure." 

He added "Twenty-five years ago it
would not have been possible to imagine
the UK as a global leader in science and
innovation in the world economy, but
today it looks like an attainable goal. We
can be one of the winners in 'the race to
the top' but only if we run fast". 

The Review indicated that the UK is well
placed to take advantage of the new
markets opened up by globalisation. It

has an extraordinary record of
scientific discovery and a
rapidly growing share of high-
technology manufacturing and
knowledge-intensive services in
the UK's GDP. The amount of
knowledge transfer from British
universities has increased
significantly and we are
beginning to see the growth of
exciting high-technology
clusters around many of our
world-class research
universities. 

There are, however, many
opportunities to build on the
successful policies that have been
introduced in recent years and key
recommendations in the Review
include: 

- A new leadership role for the
Technology Strategy Board
Working with the RDA's the
Research Councils and
government departments to co-
ordinate public sector support for
technological innovation, leverage
public sector resources and
simplify access to funds for
business. 

- Building on UK success in
knowledge transfer by giving more
support through the Higher
Education Innovation Fund to
business-facing universities,
setting targets for knowledge
transfer from Research Councils,
doubling the number of Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships and
extending these further to FE
Colleges. 
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LORD SAINSBURY 
Champion of Technology 2008

Lord Sainsbury speaking at the BITE annual awards dinner at the Science Museum

Lord Sainsbury receiving the Championing of Technology award from 
Ric Parker of Rolls Royce (left) and Dr M Farmer, director of BITE

BITE Awards



- A major campaign to enhance the
teaching of science and technology
including raising the number of
qualified STEM teachers,
increasing the number of young
people studying triple science,
improving careers advice,
establishing a National Science
Competition, and rationalising the
many schemes to inspire young
people to take up careers in
science and engineering. 

- A key role for Government
Departments based on an
improved procurement capability, a
reformed Small Business
Research Initiative managed in
partnership with the TSB, and
consideration for the incorporation
of innovation into the duties of the
economic regulators. 

- Increasing the focus of RDAs on
science and innovation by
encouraging them to put additional
resources into TSB programmes,
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships,
high-technology clusters around
world-class research universities,
and proof-of-concept schemes
consistent with a nationally agreed
specification. 

John Cridland, the CBI's Deputy
Director-General, welcomed the
Review. He said, "Lord Sainsbury
has rightly focused on the whole of
the 'innovation ecosystem', rather
than simply R&D, in a review that
contains many good ideas. We are
particularly pleased to see the
enhanced role the CBI proposed
for the new Technology Strategy
Board adopted. 

He said that tackling the decline in
the number of young people
studying science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM)
subjects must be at the top of the
government's agenda, at a time
when business demand for these
skills is growing fast. 

He added that we urgently need
more specialist science teachers,
better careers advice and more
young people studying three
separate sciences at GCSE.
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SPIRAL

By finding 11 six letter words ending with the letter 'L', discover the full name
of a French physician and mathematician born in the 18th century.

1 - To attack violently 7 - Done by hand
2 - Metal from the periodic table 8 - To move forward
3 - Young unmarried noble woman 9 - Hardest substance of a tooth
4 - To cancel 10 - Dishonest person 
5 - Looking intensively 11 - To make someone officially a 
6 - Having no matter member
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Israth Ismail
e-Commerce specialist 
Bountylab Limited 

We have now seen major developments
in information & communication
technology and unprecedented growth
in ecommerce & 'web 2.0'. For example,
Facebook.com was an obscure little
website back in 2004. It has now
become a world-wide social
phenomenon available in over 22
languages with annual revenue of over
US$150 million.  Its founder Mark
Zuckerberg aged 24, is a Harvard
dropout, the youngest self-made
billionaire in the world with a wealth of
US$1.5 billion and was a key person
behind the successful online campaign
of  Barack Obama. This is a good
example what the World Wide Web can
do. The success of Facebook and Mark
Zuckerberg gives an indication of the
direction the wind is blowing in the global
economy. As indicated by these
examples, the World Wide Web has
become a major area of business
development during the past few years.
E-commerce is fast becoming the new
mode of business and the best of the
corporate giants have already gone 'web
2.0' to utilise the unparallel opportunities
offered by these new developments.

Lead to purchase 

Technology is playing a major role in
customer interaction becoming a key
element in today's online business.
Customers no longer rely on vendor
websites for information relevant to their
buying decisions. Instead they use
reviews, blogs and other methods
commonly available on the internet.
Thus, vendors need to make sure that
they somehow attract customers and
lead them to buy a product. Hence,
interactive technologies such as Flash,
Flex and Silverlight play an important
role in disclosing information at this
level. These technologies give the
added flexibility of making the customer

a part of a unique product experience.
For example, most mobile phone
manufacturers give their potential clients
opportunities to use their preferred
mobile phones in a virtual environment.
Vehicle manufacturers are also
providing this virtual experience. The
advanced web applications available
today are also capable of providing
highly customised services to users
based on their region, language and
other demographic criteria. 

Another aspect of this new phenomenon
is the use of rich media. Creative content
"rich" media is a very important aspect in
today's online marketing methods. For
example many vendors provide video
reviews for various products ranging
from mobile phones to armoured tanks.
Such visual methods have proven to be
very successful with the heavy
information saturation on the World
Wide Web. Viewers prefer to watch a
video or a Flash presentation instead of
reading through a long product
catalogue or a product review.  As a
result, we can see some creative rich
media content geared at attracting users

and helping them make a
purchase. Cellular service vendors
usually lead the pack in this regard. 

Business Advantage

Combined with social networking,
utilities such as link sharing,
bookmarking & widgets in general,
rich media and interactive
technologies can give a business
definite advantage over the
competitors. The success of such a
campaign lies in its creativity and
aggressiveness. There have been
many instances in the recent past
where even large conglomerates
have used 'out of the box' concepts
to popularize their products. 

Taking a leaf out of their
experiences, businesses can align
their corporate objectives with
cutting-edge technology to
increase revenue earned through
e-commerce. With the current
market trends which predict a
heavy leaning towards  online
marketing in the coming years, all

Active rich media web sites for
e-Commerce success
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businesses should think about
online marketing more profoundly.
For example, the value of internet
sales by UK businesses rose to
£130.4bn in 2006, an increase of
29.1 per cent on the 2005 figure of
£101bn, according to estimates
from the Office for National
statistics (ONS). 

Businesses, regardless of their
specialisation, should make use of
this burgeoning trend. It is no
longer relevant to have a static
website to give away product or
service information and contact
details. Instead it is a worthwhile
effort to take the trouble to come up
with an e-commerce web portal
and make use of this ever
increasing trend of online
marketing.

Web 2.0

Web 2.0 is a generic term that
encompasses a number of
developments in the broad areas of
the World Wide Web and
Information & Communication
technology. At the physical level,
this term refers to developments in
actual communication platforms
such as LANs, WANs, Wi-Fi etc.
For example, IPv6 addresses will
no longer so limited as we will all
have IP addresses consisting of
128 bits instead of more limited
addresses such as 192.168.1.1
that we are familiar with. Data
transfer speeds have increased,
internet penetration is reaching
epic levels and such developments
are encompassed in the term 'web
2.0'.

At the virtual layer, 'web 2.0' has
led a number of developments that
is leading to a rich internet
experience for users. Unlike the
websites of the olden days, now we
have web applications that often
incorporate artificial intelligence to
assist users and these are used by
Google, Yahoo!, CNet, eBay,
Amazon.

New operational components

The question is how to align these new
developments with a successful
eCommerce venture. The key to that lies
in the operational components available
for an entrepreneur. These operational
components include search engine
optimization, search engine marketing,
social network marketing, buzz
marketing, pay-per-click campaigns and
many others. The technology stack
includes development technologies such
as JEE, JSE, ADF, spring MVC, JSF,
Tapestry Hibernate & Acegi Security;
database technologies like Oracle, SQL
Server, MYSQL & PostgreSQL; web 2.0
technologies such as FLEX, Flash,
AJAX and Silverlight. 

All these elements when correctly
combined, can give an enterprise a
leading edge over the competition.
Barack Obama raised US$ 55 million
last February without even attending a
single fund raising event. The social
media he used was so powerful that he
was been able to raise as much as US$
122 million for his successful
presidential election campaign through
online social networks. By comparison,
John McCain raised only as US$ 27.7
million through the same means
(Source: xplane.com) 

UK market

To put the UK market in perspective,
consider the following data. According to
estimates from the annual e-commerce
survey by the Office for National
Statistics (ONS), the value of Internet
sales by UK businesses rose to
£130.4bn in 2006, an increase of 29.1
per cent on the 2005 figure of £101bn.
Therefore, it is evident that the online
market is on the rise despite the
economic turmoil that we are witnessing
today. 

Hence, businesses need to use
opportunities offered by these unique
developments for better profitability and
wider market reach. With the advent of
technology, the markets we are talking
about today are scattered around the
globe. Therefore, entrepreneurs need to
use the best efficient methods to reach
these scattered markets. This requires
the entrepreneurs to get involved with
marketing activities as never before.
They need to keep abreast with the
latest developments in the World Wide
Web since even subtle developments
can lead to a dynamic market trend. 

The success of combining eCommerce
and web 2.0 depends on making sound
operational decisions. Despite tight
economic circumstances there are still
many burgeoning markets out there and
entrepreneurs need to make the correct
operational decisions to make use of the
opportunities.
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SPYKEE the
ROBOT
By Akbar Saeed Khan

The age of the robot as a
helper and spy has arrived.
Spykee is not just a radio
controlled  hunk of junk, with
his WiFi computer
connection he (or she)
comes equipped with a
video camera, microphone
and loudspeaker. Made by
Meccano, you can control
him from anywhere in the
world by computer. Leave
him as a sentinel at home
and as a spy robot he can
trundle about the house,

listen to conversations, watch
movements and speak to people
on your behalf like your own CCTV.
He/she can record snapshots of his
surroundings and send them to
you, or email you a picture when
he's on guard duty and senses
movement.

Manufacturer: Meccano

£199
From iwantoneofthose.com

RETRO SCRIBBLE
with ZPEN
By Akbar Saeed Khan

Remember the good old days of
handwriting and those retro pens we
used to scribble away with? The Zpen
is a digital pen which will remind you of
those distant days but provide hi tech
benefits. With it you can transfer notes
on paper to your computer. You can
draw sketches and let your creativity
flow without being chained to a
keyboard getting the best of the
manual and the digital worlds.

How it Works
Clip the receiver to the top of any piece
of paper or notepad and it will record
every single stroke the Zpen makes,
even if you're just doodling aimlessly.
All you need do is plug the device into
your USB drive when you get home or
to the office and it transfers your
scrawl to your PC.

Features

- A receiver and pen so you can
scribble on any bit of paper
and upload your sketches
and notes onto your
PC.

- The Zpen has a
1GB memory
device that records
your pen strokes.

- Software is pre-
stored on the
memory device so
you can convert
handwritten notes to
digital text and find
keywords.

- Vista Compatible.

Size
- Receiver: 11 x 4 x 3cm.
- Zpen: 14.5 x 1 x 0.5cm. £99.95

From iwantoneofthose.com
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Reviewed by 
Mohammed Siddiqui 
Kelvin Jones

Sony developed the first commercially
released camera with smile detection,
the DSC-T300. The release was
closely followed by Sony's
competitors who introduced their own
version of this enhancement. In some
reviews the quality of imaging for this
camera has been questioned, with
comments on the noise levels of
images being the prominent criticism. 

In our tests we found these issues
were unfounded, besides the main
interest for us is, how does this new
feature work? When the camera is set
to the smile detection mode, one of the
three Pre-set smile detection levels
can be selected (i.e. smile, grin and
beam). Immediately after pressing the
button, the camera will detect the
target's face using established
technology. The next part is the
innovation since once the chosen
smile level is reached the photograph
is taken automatically. Whilst this
technology is in its infancy for portable
cameras it has long been used in the
security industry where facial
recognition and mood recognition
software are used in order to react
decisively in situations that require an
immediate or prompt response. Crowd
controlling CCTV operators have
software developed to recognise
changes in aggression levels.

An additional
feature of the
camera is Sony's
recently developed iSCN.

This intelligent scene recognition
minimizes exposure failures in
previously problematic areas. The
quality of the night scene and backlit
options has seen improvement using
this advancement in the recognition of
lighting conditions. The subsequent
digital exposures have less noise and
greater clarity.

During our tests we found the Sony
DSC-T300 offered excellent overall
performance and it is reasonably
aesthetically appealing in its design.
The smile shutter technology is a
reinforcement of the face detection

technology that
optimises focus,
exposure and colour
for up to eight faces.
With the 10.1
megapixel resolution,
detail was of a high
standard, this I can
assume is partly due
to the iSCN.

The touch screen 3.5"
LCD managed to
remain reasonably
smear free after
frequent use. The
DSC-T300 would not
be complete without a

Carl Zeiss® 5x optical zoom lens and
Sony's Double Anti-Blur solution,
which combined with all the other
gadgetry keeps the images
consistently crisp and clear. 

Overall the camera itself is a leap
forward for bite sized technology. I am
sure we can expect a host of additional
options in facial recognition over the
coming months.

This technology really highlights to the
less technologically savvy how we are
observed by an increasing number of
Hi-Tech security cameras that are
detecting changes in our outward
emotional displays. In 2008 I am
reminded of George Orwell's 1984. Big
Brother is watching us, and he knows
exactly how you're feeling today. Smile
please.

£200
From amazon.co.uk
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Virtual Typing with Laser Keyboard
by Mujeeb Chuck Farooqi Mohammed

Celluon has launched its virtual laser keyboard,
CL850, which offers a similar input
environment with conventional physical
keyboards. The CL850 is a portable input
device adopting the company's sensor
module which recognizes locations and
movements of fingers and transmits the
inputs recognized by the sensor to the user's
device. 

As a successor to the CL800BT, it has adopted
Bluetooth and USB connectivity with which you can connect the virtual
keyboard to your desktop pc and other mobile devices such as laptops and
PMPs. The compact projector displays a red-diode laser-drawn image of a
63-key keyboard on any flat, opaque surface.

- Keyboard layout 17mm sized QWERTY layout.
- Keyboard size Approx. 40mm x105mm
- Keyboard position Approx. 100mm from keyboard device
- Projection surface Non-reflective, opaque flat surface
- Visible in 1000-5000 lux ambient light

Cool Wireless Outdoor Vibes
The wireless outdoor iPod speaker is plugged into a rubberised transmitter unit and can be linked to your CD player, iPod,
or TV. Once the system is switched on, the unit sends the signals from your
audio device to the speaker. The result is high quality, crystal clear stereo
sound wherever you are in the house or garden with no messy wires. 

The wireless outdoor iPod speaker has a transmission range of approx 240
feet with left, right or mono switch - for stereo or mono sound and is suitable
for use with any audio device with a headphone (phono) socket. The main unit
is powered by a rechargeable battery (approx 6 hours' life) and the wireless
outdoor iPod speaker is splash proof.

Specification
- Dimensions: Height: 22.0cm Width: 16.0cm Depth: 16.0cm 
- Weight: 1.0Kg
- Batteries: Energizer Ultraplus - AAA Battery (4 Pack) 

by Asheesh Rajouria

Clothes are becoming more high
tech with shirts that can cool
you electronically and even
give you feedback on how
you're feeling - in case you
don't already know. Now you
can buy a  T-Shirt which can
detect Wi-Fi  hot spots. When

the Wi-Fi detection mode is
enabled the chest of the t-shirt

transmogrifies into a digital display
panel showing the current strength of

Wi-Fi in  that area. 

The technology used in the Wi-Fi detecting T-Shirt is based on an
Electro Luminescence Panel which lights up automatically when it
detects a Wi-Fi signal. This shirt can detect signal strength of
802.11b and the battery pack is hidden in a covered small pocket
inside the t shirt. Don't forget to unplug and remove the battery
pack before washing, they don’t have water friendly batteries yet! 

Features

- The current Wi-Fi signal strength is shown by the animated shirt
- Shirt detects signal strength for 802.11b 
- 100% Cotton Black T-Shirt       
- Easy washing design

£109.95
From gadgetgrid.com

£49.99
From gadgetshop.com

£24.99
From gadgetshop.com

T-shirt Hits that Wi-Fi Hot spot 



by Asheesh Rajouria

The latest near-eye display technology from Vuzix Video
Eyewear is a cross between a pair of futuristic designer
shades and a set of stereo headphones with high quality
stereo. With Vuzix video eyewear you can watch the output
of your portable video player - MP4, DVD, Video iPod
without a screen.  The virtual display is equivalent to a 44-
inch screen viewed from 9 feet. There is a twin high-
resolution 320x240 (230,000 pixels) LCD display with 24-bit
true colour (16 million colours) and weighing 4 ounces. The
rechargeable battery is built for 4-5 hours of entertainment.

Vuzix can be worn with or without prescription eyeglasses.
Independent focus adjustments allow most users to enjoy
the virtual display without their prescription eyewear. It can
be used for enjoying movies in 2Dimension or 3Dimension
taking your viewing experience to the next level of
entertainment. 

Supported Devices Include
- Portable DVD players      - Media players
- Gaming systems             - Digital cameras
- Camcorders                    - phones with video output 

Advanced Optics
- Optics aligned to military specifications
- 23-degree field of view
- 2-3/8" intraocular distance (IOD)
- Colour corrected 10th order aspherical lens with diffractive
surface 

Specification
- Dimensions: Height: 7.0cm Width: 24.0cm Depth: 18.0cm 
- Weight: 0.908Kg

Watch for that call 
by Asheesh Rajouria

The bluetooth watch is not only an accurate timepiece, but
also an alerting device to incoming calls on one's mobile
telephone. Using the latest in Scandinavian wireless
technology it works by simply pairing the watch with
your Bluetooth-enabled telephone. So you need never
miss an incoming call, text or MMS. 

By using Bluetooth 1.2 technology at its core, fused
with the latest proximity sensor, this watch vibrates
discreetly when your mobile is in receipt of a call, SMS

or MMS. The watch also tells you who is calling by an in-
built display which relays the Caller Line Identification

data.

Whenever you are more than five metres away from your
phone it will trigger a vibration in your watch. It supports
Bluetooth specification Version 1.2 and is compatible with
V1.1, V1.2 & V2. The watch also supports headset and
hands-free profiles with normal charging time of 3 Hours
and stand-by time up to 100 hours.

Specification

- Dimensions: Height: 7.0cm Width: 3.5cm Depth: 7.0cm 
- Weight: 0.1Kg

£129.99
From gadgetshop.com

£99.99
From gadgetshop.com

Vision of the Future 
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The newest great leap forward for the security conscious is
this bright little gadget from MXI Security. 

MXI is a company specialising in "superior … portable
security solutions (combining) the power of secure storage
with identity and access management services." The latest
James Bond-esque gadget to emerge from the "Q" like
imaginations of MXI's marketers is the Stealth MXP™
Passport which reminds one of the wrist operated gun
gizmo 007 used to escape from the spinning centrifuge in
"Moonraker".

The Stealth Passport has been around for a little under six
months now. But in the last month MXI has received
Certificatation from the Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS) IdenTrust and RSA for its MXI Passports.
This means that the Stealth Passport is now considered
appropriate for online banking and for use in government
departments and similar organisations where security
mixed with portability is prized.

At the moment the Stealth Passport is the only USB
portable device in existence which has received full FIPS
140-2 Level 2 Validation. For the hardcore features freaks
amongst the E-Britain readership, I can report that not only
does the Stealth Passport provide true zero-footprint
portability in any environment that supports USB mass
storage, but it also offers transparent, hardware-based,
AES 256-bit CBC encryption.

Better still, it also offers advanced digital identity features,
secure portability of digital certificates, encryption keys,
RSA Secure ID soft tokens, and static application
credentials - as well as SAML for WS-Trust claims-based
identity transactions. 

For those of you prefer English, rest assured the upshot of
all this, is that the Stealth Passport is significantly more
versatile and secure than any standard USB device.

Maximum storage capacity for the device is now a whacking
16GB- which should surely be sufficient to allow all but the

most rabid OS customiser and
downloader to transport
their complete operating
system from PC to PC
without fear of data
being corrupted or
compromised and
have plenty of room
for files too!

The dream of the
portable operating system
has been around for a long
time but has been constrained
by the relatively small size of

available storage devices and a lack of really secure
encryption for such tools. This left the very real possibility
that vast amounts of data could be copied or destroyed
when connecting them to an insecure or virus ridden PC.

However with devices like the Stealth Passport likely to be
coming out thick and fast, that fear is rapidly diminishing
and the dream of the Perfectly Mobile OS is fast becoming
a daily reality for many people.

There is a very real possibility that traditional hard drives
may become redundant in the not too distant future for
security conscious businesses and public sector agencies. 

The Stealth MXP™ Passport
by Jason R Stone



iKaraoke
Who doesn't secretly love a bit of Karaoke? With demand
for this musical pursuit higher than ever and Myspace
having introduced a version into the social networking
loop, here comes the iKaraoke, transforming
your personal mp3 player into your local but
letting you sing along to your favourite songs
and impress your friends. Just plug in the
microphone and you can adjust the reverb, to
make you sound better than you really are,
turn down the dulcet tones of Britney, Stevie
or Dolly and sing along to become the star of the show
instead. We recommend you do it in the privacy of your
own home to avoid dirty looks, or, at worst, a citizen's
arrest. There's hours of mischief to be had here with this,
probably the funniest ipod accessory out there.

£29.95
From iwantoneofthose.com

iPod Alarm
Clock 
This little beauty is sure to make

getting up in the pitch dark of winter's cruel mornings a little
less difficult. Just like the conventional radio alarm clock,
but better because you get to choose what you wake up to.
You can set you ipod to wake you with the sound of your
favourite song, playlist or album of the moment. The
design is typical of Apple; an innovative and amusing take
on the traditional alarm clock: The bells work as the
speakers and your iPod fits snugly in the middle, taking the
place of the usual clock face. Choose from either sleek
black, white or pink versions. It's reasonably priced too.

£39.95
From ssiwantoneofthose.com

iSee, iLike, iWant!
by Elizabeth Rogerson
Start making your Christmas wish list now with the coolest
new generation of iPod accessories to date. 

Since its beginnings in 2001, the iPod has been subject to
a 'love-or-loathe-it' mentality, with the loathe-it train of
thought belonging to people who refuse to know any better
or try something new!

Well, as someone interested in technology you'll know just
how great the iPod really is and hopefully, unlike me, you've
not had to suffer getting out and about on London's public
transport system, unaccompanied without your treasured

iPod nano for six excruciatingly long, very boring and, at
times, highly bizarre months. Whereas before, I would,
along with the other 100 million iPod users worldwide, take
comfort in plugging into my favourite tunes to brighten up
the long, dreary bus or tube journey. 

Well, whether you need a new one or not, Christmas is
coming and you're probably starting to think of gift ideas and
even things you might like for yourself, so here's a selection
of the best iPod accessories to kick start your party season
in style.
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Graham Jarvis 

The first generation of the iPhone
caused quite a buzz towards the end of
2007. Apple fans queued for hours to get
one, even though the cost of a handset
was quite steep for a phone that did not
even have 3G connectivity. What
captured people's imagination was the
phone's look, feel and usability. Most folk
would expect these attributes as well as
innovation to apply to anything that
comes out of the company's stable.

Amongst them are the people that
bought one of the 5 million or so first
generation iPhone handsets. Ironically
they would have saved a bundle if they
had waited for its descendant. The new
3G version was launched in July 2008,
and it appears to be initially targeted at
Apple's existing customer-base. The
question on the lips of those who bought
the first model is whether or not it's worth
swapping their existing handsets and
upgrading to the new model. Customers'
opinions are mixed over this issue, with
some citing the higher bandwidth as the
only reason for changing over. 

Hey good looking; what poor texting!

The 3G version nevertheless maintains
the original iPhone's good looks. Yet
again it doesn't have some basic
functionalities that you'd expect from
such a 'smart' phone as this. Even with
some basic mobile phones like my own
(an outdated Motorola) you can cut and
paste quite easily and send and receive
MMS messages, but reports suggest
that these basic tools don't as yet exist.
Apple is working on the cut and paste
issue, and with the unofficial versions of
the iPhone 3G you can install some
software to allow it to receive MMS's. 
One of the reasons for this lack of MMS
support might be the fact the US market
is only just catching up with the rest of
the world in so far as texting is
concerned. Users say that texting with
the touchscreen keypad can be quite

clumsy, and it takes some time to get
used to it. "My fingers are just a bit too
large and I often hit the wrong key", says
Peter Johnston, Marketing Manager of
Zeag, who recently bought one. He's
since become an enthusiastic user, and
he believes it is just a learning curve to
get used to the device. 

Unlike most critics he feels
that "Texting is absolutely
fine and it's great not having
to press buttons multiple
times."  From his experience
the main problems come
with "picture messaging”
since I've never used picture
messaging in my life and
neither have most other
people over about 15, he
says.  So to him, even
though he is British and he
has worked in the IT
industry, it is no big deal.
"You can email pictures
straight from the device
anyway", he explains.  

A product review by Silicon.com
cites Samsung's Tocco makes
texting more of a pleasant
experience than it is with the
iPhone. It suggests that it would be
vastly improved if it were possible
to turn the phone on its side and
use a wider version of the virtual
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iPhone 3G: Smart and cheaper but
incomplete
The iPhone set new standards of functionality in the mobile phone market. But is iPhone 3G any better?

So who's buying the iPhone 3G?

"People who want technology for whom it
needs to serve a purpose. They can be
used by 60 year olds or 2 year olds. My
younger son has just turned two, but before
his second birthday he knew how to 'Slide
to Unlock', to the MX Tube application
(which let's you download YouTube videos
- only available with 'Jailbroken' phones),
and go to the video tab and play his
favourite CBeebies videos. It can't do
everything but what it does is make it so
easy and so natural to do." 

Faisal Sheikh
Owner of  Fone Doctors

review



keyboard. You can currently do this
when you are web browsing, but
not when texting messages. So
Apple has worked a lot of work to
do here, particularly if it is to attract
customers outside of its traditional
fan base. 

Camera let-down

The phone is also let down by
having a very low 2 megapixel
resolution digital camera,
compared to other 8 megapixel
handsets on the market. Apple
hasn't changed the camera since
iPhone version one, making
commentators feel that this, as well
as the need for a quality mobile
camcorder, has compromised the
allure of the iPhone 3G. 

The drawbacks diminish the
otherwise 'emotional' and aesthetic
appeal of the new version. "It's like
asking what Romeo thinks of
Juliet", comments Fone Doctors'
Faisal Sheikh who adds, "…the
iPhone 3G isn't the best phone on
the market but I still love it, and it's
so good you can get quite
emotional about it." 

As the owner of an independent
London Bridge-based mobile
phone dealership, Faisal agrees
with many of the leading reviews
out there. He believes that with a
better camera and video
camcorder Apple could put many
other manufacturers out of
business. "Think about it, there's
no contest if you were to  put a
Samsung Tocco with a 5 megapixel
camera next to an equivalent
iPhone 3G", he says while
believing that Apple are toying with
the market right now. He thinks that
Apple is playing a game of subtle
and gentle seduction, giving
customers a taste of what's to
come. 
One of his customers, change
management consultant and
mobile phone enthusiast Tom
Kahrl, was disappointed with the
iPhone though. The lack of video
support and the quality of the
camera, which he says has a "very
limited feature set", is cited as the

main reason. Kahrl prefers Nokia's N95,
believing that the other manufacturers
(including Apple) can't touch it for quality
video and photos.

"The iPhone camera is good enough to
take pictures for the contacts section, to
record a car accident, etc.", comments
Johnston. "By improving that would
simply have made the phone too
expensive for little benefit to most. £50
for a digital camera is a much better
idea", he adds. 

More storage and colours please!

Silicon.com would like it to have more
storage capacity than is currently
available - of up to 32GB. The new
version, it says, also needs to have
removable batteries (i.e. those that don't
require the services of a qualified Apple
engineer), and a built-in Voice over
Internet Protocol client. But they've
probably not done this as the mobile
network providers want customer to use
their own 'expensive services'. 

The phone's appeal would widen with a
wider range of handset colours. Most
8GB handsets come in a black, while
users can swap this for a white version if
they buy the 16GB model. The trouble
with the white version is that it can show
up your sticky fingerprints. This is a
problem too with the touchscreen, which
needs to be regularly cleaned -
otherwise you might not be able to see
anything on it. 

Battery life is often cited as another
problem. Susan Hanley wrote a review
for Network World and said, "The battery

life is absolutely horrible. I went on a
business trip on Wednesday morning.
My phone had been charging all night
and I left the house at 5 am. During the
day I set the phone to fetch my email
every hour (since I knew I'd be at client
meetings all day), and I used the
internet for barely 10 minutes all day."
By 5.30 pm she had very little battery
power left. 

The iPhone is battery power hungry, and
some of the applications will sap the
juice out of it. One way to save power is
by turning 3G off during voice calls. The
Daily Telegraph's own reviewer,
Claudine Beaumont, recommends
some other power-saving tips like
enabling Wi-Fi and Bluetooth only when
absolutely necessary. You can also put
the phone into sleep mode when it's not
in use.  

In her experience the battery life doesn't
measure up to the 300 hours standby
and 5 hours internet time as depicted by
Apple. Instead it needs to be charged
every day, and sometimes more often
when it's really put through its paces.
Help is at hand though as you can buy
extended battery options like the
Kensington Mini Battery Pack and
Charger, and the Mophie 'juice pack'.

So what's good about it?

While there have been other niggles and
user complaints reported, including the
ability of the iPhone to synchronise its
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"With the iPhone
it's difficult to text
with while on the
move. If the text
interface worked
in landscape
orientation, you
could hold it with
your fingers and
text with your
thumbs."

Tom Kahrl
Change Management Consultant, 
Customer of Fone Doctors
www.Ikonica.net

"I love the fact that
it has room to put
all the contact
details in for
people though you
can only make one
number a favourite
to call. It also
synchronises with
Outlook, updating
me with work-related numbers. iPhone
3G is much more intuitive..."

Peter Johnston
Marketing Manager
www.Zeag.com
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calendar properly with Outlook, iPhone
3G is still very much loved and many
believe it merits some attention in spite
of its shortcomings. Faisal Sheikh
believes it has raised the bar. "It has
shown us what can be achieved with a
little bit of creativity and imagination.
Pinch to zoom into photos? That's
genius, but typically Apple and so
smart", he explains.

Peter Johnston adds: "The iPhone is
brilliant idea, particularly as it uses
computer technology to reinvent the
phone with everything done in software."
He feels that the underlying technology
is mature enough to make what he
thinks is "a brilliant product with a few
niggles to iron out." While texting is one
of those issues, the iPhone 3G's push
email in the form of the MobileMe
application is generally celebrated by
most critics. What is it? Push email
works very much like Blackberry's email
functionality in that you can receive,
reply to and send emails and
attachments while on the move while
each email also drops into your
computer inbox. 

In many respects this highlights a
change in market focus. The first
generation model was targeted at
consumers, and the 3G version doesn't
offer much that's new. Although primarily

focused on its existing customer-base,
Apple seems to want to also capture the
business customer - and with good
reason. Having access to your emails no
matter where you are, and the ability to
create a variety of documents and
spreadsheets, can save time - allowing
for more time to be spend on other tasks
while in the office. iPhone 2.0 uses
Microsoft Exchange Server Active Sync
and Cisco Systems VPN software. You
can synchronise it with Outlook, and that
includes the calendar which means you
can avoid double-booking appointments. 

What, no keyboard?

"The touchscreen is certainly the best on
the market", says Natasha Lomas of
Silicon.com. It's perhaps one of the
coolest things about it, other than its
charming good looks. Using your fingers
you can navigate around the screen:
move your index finger down to scroll
down and up to scroll up; and to zoom in
or out of say a web page you use two
fingers by moving them apart or
together. You type by bringing the virtual
QWERTY keyboard, and again use your
fingers. There are several different kinds
of finger motions needed to control the
iPhone, but they can be learnt in
seconds. 

Where are you?

Not only does 3G mean faster
browsing, it also allows the iPhone
to entertain a broader range of
applications. So if you are lost or
need to find your way to the local
cinema or to a business meeting,
then you needn't worry. It comes
with a Global Positioning System
(GPS) capability, which means you
can track where you are and where
you want to go on a map shown on
the screen. It uses nearby mobile
phone masts, Wi-Fi hotspots, and
satellite positioning to place you on
Google Maps. From this it can
determine and give you directions.
This, however, isn't a new
application because most high-end
phones have built-in GPS these
days. The difference is that the
iPhone's system is so easy to use,
and it could rapidly become one of
those every day features that you
just can't do without. 

You might be in a strange place
and hungry. There's no need to
starve because you can track down
a local café with this technology,
and without walking around in
circles. That doesn't of course
guarantee that the food at the café
is going to be of the best quality,
but at least you won't starve. Other
than music, video, photo, widget
downloads and file sharing, this is
probably one of the most useful
applications on iPhone 3G. Yet it
has to be said that some reviewers
are most impressed with the
iPhone's navigational abilities than
others. I suppose that's to be
expected. 

A change of orientation

As with the original iPhone you can
watch a movie in different
orientations. To get the bigger
picture all the user has to do is put
it on its side, and without touching
anything the phone automatically
adjusts its orientation to landscape.
Turn it back around 90 degrees
and it will reduce the picture by re-
orientating it. 

Now it has to be said that this not
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only available on the iPhone now.
Other manufacturers have
incorporated this kind of
technology into their own handsets,
like Tom Kahrl's Sony Ericsson
C902. Yet Apple was the trend-
setter towards the end of last year
with this feature, and with its
innovative usage of touchscreen
capabilities were expected to
revolutionise the market
(touchscreen has previously been
the domain of PDAs and Pocket
PCs). 

Run more than one application

One of the great things about the
iPhone 3G is that you can switch
between applications with ease,
just like you would on your own PC.
So, for example, you might be
listening to your favourite Cold Play
track and then receive a call from a
colleague, your spouse or a best
friend. It's not a problem because
you can listen to music and take
the call, or browse the web.  

And by the way the ability to
browse the web as you would on a
computer is one of the key
attractions of this phone. The
interface is logical and much easier
than standard phones. Traditional
WAP is clunky and Spartan in
comparison. With the iPhone you
can see a complete web page in
the same way you'd view it on your
PC.  Found what you're looking for
on the web? Good, now you switch
to a different application or buy a
widget from Apple's Application
Store (that is if you don't have any
problems connecting to it, as some
critics haven't found that task as
easy as it should be). 

Good quality sound

Reports suggest that the sound
quality of the iPhone 3G is very
good, and perhaps much clearer
than some landline phones with
digital quality sound. There is no
crackling on the line as you speak,
and the reception can be
maintained with thanks to the auto-
switching capabilities of the
iPhone, between EDGE - "a faster

version of GSM wireless service, which
enables data to be delivered at rates up
to 384 Kbps on a broadband", says Intel,
and 3G. Although it's not possible to
always have reception, this will ensure
that you can still use it when you're not
in a 3G area. 

Apple's marketing strategy

"The one big area where the iPhone falls
short is the sales model", says Faisal
Sheikh who adds, "By choosing
exclusive carriers it has stifled demand,
and in effect enslaved the greatest
phone ever made." He thinks the phone
should be free, allowing customers to
realise its full potential. He praises the
unlocking or 'jailbreak' community, which
can free a user's iPhone from O2, AT&T
or whatever country-specific mobile
carrier has the exclusive rights to sell the
phone. 

Even though Apple expects to sell 10
million iPhones by the end of 2008, this
policy reduces consumer choice. Even
though the iPhone 3G might be cheaper
than its ancestor, this isn't good for the
consumer. Customers should be given a
wider range of choice regarding which

carriers they want to have a contract,
which could further reduce airtime costs
- increasing demand by making the
market more open and competitive.
Customers and independent dealers
would love to get hold of one, but not
necessarily on the constrained terms
and options that Apple is willing to offer
them.

The verdict 

The iPhone 3G has a lot of personality,
and it could become more rounded than
at present if Apple addresses the
problems highlighted in this review, and
in the others that are available on the
internet. Its niggles certain haven't
dented the enthusiasm of its fans. Most
seem to like its charm, but it's got a long
way to go before it can be considered a
complete package. Faisal Sheikh
encourages e-Britain's readers and
those that are not yet convinced about
the iPhone as an alternative to their
existing handsets, to just come and try it.
It might otherwise be worth waiting for its
next generation. By that time its
features, applications and its character
will perhaps have been more developed. 
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By Dr Ben Donkor  
Manager, Ghana Forestry Commission,
London Office

There is increasing concern about the
impact of logging on the environment. In
this respect the popular perception is
that logging in the entire tropical region
of the world is mainly illegal and that is
the main cause of negative
environmental effects. Some tropical
areas have acknowledged this concern
and are genuinely taking steps to
address issues of illegal logging and its
associated trade in timber. 

Whereas forest certification is admittedly
the ultimate step for ensuring forest
sustainability, its implementation has
been difficult for most tropical countries
due to the huge financial resources
required aside other area-specific
implementation bottlenecks. As a result
many tropical countries have positioned
themselves to take advantage of the
support provided under the EU Forest
Law Enforcement Governance and
Trade (FLEGT) initiative by engaging in
the EU's Voluntary Partnership
Agreement (VPA) that seeks to
implement the principles of FLEGT.
Although the VPA is expected to check
illegal logging, which seems to be the
bane of responsible forest management
in tropical countries, the approach is
perceived as not necessarily
guaranteeing forest sustainability. 

Unfortunately, these steps on which a
colossal amount of money has already
been expended by donors and national
governments are being watered down by
a rather strong campaign. To this end
even some EU countries have either
decided or threatened to exclude all
non-certified tropical wood from
government purchases. Added to this is
strong disenchantment from some
ENGOs that the VPA may not be tough
enough to deal with the environmental
degradation menace in the tropics. 

On the trade front there are arguments
that the VPA can be a way of confusing
the tropical countries to compromise on
their WTO bargaining power against
trade barriers.

However, the VPA comes along with a
number of benefits that are very critical
for curbing the sustainability impasse in
the tropics. These include:

a. VPA is the only scheme amongst the
lot which comes along with substantial
donor assistance for setting up the very
infrastructure that would drive forest
certification; thus, the biggest hindrance
to certifying forests in the tropics -
financial resources for setting up the
infrastructure - could no more be an
excuse.

b. VPA recognises governments as key
role players in solving the sustainability
problem. Limiting the role of government
has been a huge bottleneck in
implementing certification in the tropics
since governments are main custodians
of forests in these areas.

c. VPA offers an opportunity for partner
countries to continue to benefit from
most EU government purchases whilst
progressing towards certifying their
forests. 

d. But for the lack of forest law
enforcement, governance and
trade, sustainability would not have
become an issue in some tropical
areas. Indeed, some of the world's
best technical forest management
practices currently enshrined in
standards for certification schemes
have been extensively
acknowledged in forestry literature
to have occurred in selected
tropical regions. Hence it is logical
to assert that VPA holds the key in
making sustainability a reality in
those areas by practically bringing
the social aspect of forest
management on board. This is
because VPA will ensure legality,
community involvement and ethical
trading of forest products - the lack
of these social dimensions is
generally believed to be harming
sustainability efforts of forestry in
tropical areas. 

From the aforementioned, it is
obvious that the VPA is a
constructive approach in getting
partner countries to manage their
forests responsibly. However,
interactions in trade media,
workshops and conferences point
to the fact that the market has not
fully recognised these benefits. 

Care About Tropical
Deforestation? - Don't Stifle VPA

feature
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It is feared that if tropical countries
are denied this chance, certification
may never happen and potential
further plundering of tropical
forests could worsen the ongoing
global environmental crisis.  In view
of this concerned tropical countries
should undertake a 'VPA Benefits'
awareness creation and promotion
of 'Verified Legal' products within
selected areas of the EU. A series
of workshops should be conducted
as a first step in raising market
appreciation of 'verified legal'
timber.  These workshops should
also be used to test market
perceptions of the workshop
messages and open dialogue with
key stakeholders in order to
develop a continuing
communications strategy in the
market place to further strengthen
the value given to 'verified legal'
timber. The key objectives of the
workshops should be to present:

1. a more balanced overview of
VPA- Sustainability fit, and

2. VPA as the most tropical-friendly
scheme

It should be recognised that the
minimal effort towards forest
certification in the tropical regions
is not an issue of lack of concern or
interest but rather an issue of
affordability; particularly, when
almost all schemes seem to be
emphasising individual company
certification instead of Government
that can at least meet the required
resources to some level. It is
therefore imperative for all
environmental friendly organis-
ations and individuals to consider
the ideals of the VPA initiative and
give it a chance - being militant or
preventive in an attempt to exclude
tropical wood products from the EU
is bound to be counterproductive
and spell doom for tropical forestry.

SUDOKU

Solution on back page
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World Hi-Tech Forum 2008
BITE Annual Awards

A. RAJA
Minister of Communications &
IT, Government of INDIA

I am glad to learn that BITE is
organizing the World Hi-Tech
forum 2008: Focus India, 7-8
October 2008 in London. The
conference, I believe, is an
important platform to
exchange best practice, network for business
opportunity and create global partnership. 

The Government of India is working with multi-
national companies, Governments and
organisations to bring in sustainable investment
opportunities in the communications and
Information Technology sector. India has one of
the world’s largest communication networks in
the world and we are proud to support the
technology industry by our talent pool in
Information and Communication Technology. 

I wish for the successful deliberation of the World
Hi-Tech Forum leading to business creation
between India and the World.

Smt. Pratibha Devisingh Patil 
President of India

The President is happy to know that the British
Institute of Technology & E-commerce is launching
the World Hi-Tech Forum on 7th and 8th October,
2008 at London.

The president extends her warm greetings and
felicitations to all those associated with the BITE and
congratulates the Institute on the launch of the World
Hi-Tech Forum.

The Rt Hon Gordon Brown
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 

“I am delighted to welcome delegates to the World Hi-Tech Forum. Your presence during
these two days and your continued contribution to this industry is of great importance.
In the future, our shared successes will be defined not only by technology and skills but
by innovation and global partnership – global businesses using creativity and
collaboration to drive development and to find creative new solutions to the challenges
we face today.

Today’s great challenges and great opportunities span borders and continents – and our response must be
in kind.  We need to work together to find concerted, collaborative approaches to securing a shared global
prosperity.

So I welcome you all, representatives of many nations, to the United Kingdom.  Britain stands ready to be
a hub of innovation and a focus for partnership across your industries so that together we can face and
overcome the  challenges of the future.”
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Lord Sainsbury of Turville received an
Award for "Championing of Technology"

sponsored by the British Institute of
Technology and E-Commerce (BITE) and
Rolls Royce from Ric Parker of Rolls
Royce. Lord Sainsbury noted that he was
"inspired to see many people here I have
worked with in the past here including Rolls
Royce."

This award is intended to recognise
individuals continued and effective
commitment to the creation, development
and dissemination of technological
advances for the benefit of the wider
community and economy.

Dr Lawrence Roberts received the BITE /
Infosys award for "Contribution to E-
commerce" presented by Mukal Gupta of
Infosys Technologies UK. This award is

intended to recognise major and continued
contributions to the spread and acceptance
of e-commerce.

The e-Britain award for Outstanding
Business Leadership was awarded to Mr
Ratan Naval Tata,
chairman of India's
Tata group in
relation to his
handling of the
controversy about
Singur, where the
Tata Nano was to
be manufactured.
His charismatic
leadership in
respect of the
safety and security
of his staff was recognised.  Willing to
forego one billion dollars of investment, he
has made a historical stand on employer
and employee relationships.  The award
was collected by Mr Anwar Hasan, Tata's
UK CEO . 

The e-Britain magazine award for
Outstanding Business Innovation went to
BT for innovation in business support and
on-line customer services and was
received by Dr Ivan Boyd.  "Outstanding
Business Innovation" demonstrates
benchmark, quality and best practices in
service. Winners have proven the ability to
create, grow and develop innovations or
processes that substantially improve the
commercial performance or prospects of
the company.

The outstanding MBA dissertation award
was received by Mr. Muhammad Adnan

Khan presented by Nina Amin of KPMG.
The MBA courses are intended to equip
graduates to face the challenges of the
ever changing and challenging business
world. They address the rapid changes in
business environment, technology and
management expected in the future. This
award is sponsored by KPMG.

The outstanding MSc dissertation award
was received by Prof Gilles Richard on
behalf of Ms. Humera Rehman presented
by Gurpritpal Singh of Microsoft.The
requirement of technology fusion demands
that masters level education develops
skilled practitioners who will be able to
address the needs of the technology world.
The best dissertation presents a critical
review and highlights the importance of

technology in the rapidly evolving business
environment. This award is sponsored by
Microsoft.
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The World Hi-Tech Forum 2008 "Focus India"
8th October 08

Opening the conference, The
chairman, Dr Mohammad Farmer
noted, "India's burgeoning economy
continues to grow at a staggering
rate. Since we share a common goal
in making the world a better place, the
business community must ensure that
we share knowledge and information
to support developing countries. The
Forum has been designed to focus on
best practice in applying new
technologies. A key topic for discussion is how advances in
computing and telecommunications can be fused and
manufacturing technologies integrated with intelligent
design."

In his keynote speech on the market
in India, the High Commissioner of the
Republic of India, Mr Shiv Shankar
Mukarherjee noted, "The growth of
our economy through the
liberalisation and the freeing of
markets has produced the second
fastest growing economy in the world.
There has been a change from the
heavy hand of government on
everything towards entrepreneurship

in the private sector. But most important has been
liberalisation of the mind-set, so that innovation is no longer
stifled and protected though tariffs which keep innovation at
bay."

In his response, Dr Bhisma Narain
Singh, a former cabinet minister in
India said "Technology transfer from
the developed to the developing
world is important. The world now
faces enormous problems but
technological developments in all
walks of life can bring new solutions.
In India rural and agricultural
development lags behind and since
most of the population live in villages
it is important that technological
advances are introduced. Bringing innovation from mind to
market will be important in uplifting the  poor, starving and
the suffering. All this is possible through global partnership
between developing and developed countries."

Prof. Sundarajan Ramachandran,
vice chancellor, University of Madras
spoke on "Addressing the Knowledge
Gap:” “India has the second largest
education system in the world. Post
independence, there has been
tremendous growth from just 25
universities in 1947 to 425 producing
5 million skilled individuals” he said.
However, he noted, "The education
system in India today is not able to
offer all the skills required in the

workplace. There is a wide gap between the skills we offer
and those needed, education must be fine tuned to provide
knowledge required for industry and the service sector."
During the Conference the organiser, BITE, signed a
Memorandum of Agreement with the Hindustan University
for collaboration on student and staff development.
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Arun Aggarwal, Vice President of Tata
spoke on "Innovation and Global
Partnering:"

"For Tata Innovation is a key driver for
delivering excellence and is ingrained
in the way we operate. Tata's
ownership structure facilitates
innovation and long term thinking
which is important. Innovation does
not involve a quick return, but lies in

sowing the seeds for the future." 

Mr Shri Sushil Jiwarakja, Chairman of
the Western Regional Council and
Head at Innovation Committee spoke
on the global economic successes of
the past decade and the issues that
have been raised through global
partnership. Mr Jiwarakja used India
as an example of movement towards
a successful collaborative enterprises
with successes in the alternative
energy industry and tele-

communications "You have to partner globally if you have
to innovate and you want technological excellence. In the
last decade or so we have seen unprecedented growth in
the global economy and unprecedented wealth creation.
But it has also thrown up huge global problems and
challenges, the huge surge in oil and energy prices, the
food shortage that was felt at the beginning of this year,
poverty, terrorism, Aids, unemployment. These are not
restricted to any region or country they have become
global problems and they need a collaborative global
approach, a global partnership to find solutions to these
problems. Global partnership is absolutely imperative".

Also speaking on Innovation and
Global Partnering, was Sam Beale of
Rolls Royce. He said, "Our
centralised research function
encourages partnership between
universities through staff exchanges
and secondments and the recruitment
of  PhD students. This daily contact
between Rolls Royce staff and
academics encourages long term
research. The UK punches above its
weight in worldwide research and we are able to attract
international staff and place indigenous staff in high
positions overseas."

Ivan Boyd BT spoke on "Cultivating a
global innovation ecosystem:" 

"At BT innovation comes from right
across the company. We are
constantly scouting for technology
across the world that we can tap into.
Making best use of innovation is not
just about new ideas but how to
deliver them." He noted, "We have a
new ideas incentive based scheme in
which staff can get a share of the benefits. It has generated
hundreds of millions of income. We spend £1.2 billion on
R and D which is significant for a services company." 

Gurprit Singh, Director Emerging
Technologies for Microsoft spoke on
"Addressing the Innovator's
Dilemma." He said, "There is no
magic formula for success in
innovation; it requires a supportive
environment which can incubate new
products. Then it requires excellent
design and engineering and the
introduction to the right market at the
right time." He noted, "There were

gaming machines before Xbox it was successful not just
because it was a nice games machine but because it
combined gaming experience with online experience.
There were players before the iPod but it offered design
engineering and online downloading. You need a culture
which supports innovation all the way down through the
entire management chain."

Sir Brian Burridge Senior Strategic
Marketing Adviser for Finmeccanica
spoke on spotting winners and getting
them into the race. "I am going to set
the scene using my company as the
context but I am not going to give a
corporate presentation", he said. "The
key issue is when you get into these
big deals which involve a change in
technology your potential global
partner will look to your domestic
arrangements and expect to see your domestic
government as a customer. Often real strategic global
partnerships have their roots in an existing relationship,
which may or may not have come out of a merchant
supplier relationship. Timing is critical often opportunities
are just fleeting in nature and it is necessary to have the
strategic agility to carve the relationship and make it work".
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Jasminder Gulati, Director of
International Business for Microsoft
Global Services spoke on business
success through global partnering in
innovation: “The way I refer to global
partnering is specifically in terms of
how countries, how organisations and
markets are going to collaborate
together and really have a business
impact and success to customers
globally. There is a huge domestic

market in India and you must tap market into that.”

Rt. Hon. Stephen Timms, financial
secretary to the Treasury, outlined
how the Government is developing
the use of online services. He said, "At
Job Centre Plus, job-point terminals
now offer around 400,000 job
vacancies and have contributed to
falling unemployment levels. They are
an example of transforming public
services through the use of
technology." He outlined how
government departments are similarly improving the
efficiency with which they communicate with each other.

Mukul Gupta, AVP and UK CME Head
of Infosys covered multidimensional
partnerships. "We partner with
customers to see how we can venture
into the market with them in the
Global challenge pool. You need to
bring talent on board internationally". 

He said that Infosys is based on a
three tier system based on ability. The
Infosys foundation also takes care of

under privileged people and children across India. It has
installed computers in many rural schools. Environmentally
it is very aware of the  carbon footprint, and has reduced
dependency on electricity by 5%.

Dr Savita Singh of Gandhi Smriti &
Darshan Samiti in the closing speech
paid tribute to the father of the Indian
nation, Mahatma Gandhi. She shared
the vision of Mahatma Gandhi in
inspiring people, supporting business
and working in the global economy.
She concluded, “The modern world
can learn many things and address
current dilemmas if we work
together."

Mr N. Ram Editor in Chief  of 'The
Hindu' spoke on "The Challenges of
the Electronic Age". Mr Ram
highlighted the difficulties faced by
the print-media in the face of the
internet. “There is gloom in many
developed countries (`mature media
markets') over the future of
newspapers. Newspaper circulations
and readership are declining across
the developed world. Ad revenues are

under pressure. The question is who will replace broadcast
TV as the new dominant organism in our media
ecosystem? The ubiquitous Internet may have many
answers and we must consider harnessing the power of
fast-changing digital technology to enrich content, revitalise
and reinvigorate journalism and impart confidence. 

Jerry Fishenden, National Technology
Officer UK for Microsoft spoke on
'Seamless Global Communication'.  

He said, “The real world and the
virtual world are already fused. Virtual
is the wrong word, the new  modalities
and invisible technologies of
seamless global communication will
change our lives in ways we can only
begin to imagine in working, learning
and playing. Policymakers need to take  better account of
these new technologies prior to  making policy.”

One of the founders of the internet,
Dr. Lawrence Roberts spoke on
"What will follow the Internet?" He
called for the easing of internet
congestion by replacing "equal
capacity per flow" with "equal capacity
for equal pay." He said, "We need not
stick with equal capacity per flow.
That was our concept in the early
days - one flow per person. Now,
computers generate the flows, not
humans and we provide or sell peak capacity to each user.
We should give equal capacity for equal pay. This is simply
a revised equality rule - similar users get equal capacity
according to what they pay. If the network assures that all
similar users get equal service, file sharing will find the best
equitable method - perhaps slack time and local hosts."

Magic show at the end of the conference
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The Forum opened with a dinner introduced by television presenter,
Nick Ross on the preceding night at the Science Museum. In his
welcome message, Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, said, "Your
presence during these two days and your continued contribution to
this industry is of great importance. In the future, our shared
successes will be defined not only by technology and skills but by
innovation and global partnership - global businesses using creativity
and collaboration to drive development and to find creative new
solutions to the challenges we face today."

He added, "Today's great challenges and great opportunities span
borders and continents - and our response must be in kind.  We need
to work together to find concerted, collaborative approaches to
securing a shared global prosperity."

Science  Museum Dinner

Question and Answer Session at the QEII Centre Conference Hall, London
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Prof. Steven Furnell
Centre for Information Security &
Network Research
University of Plymouth
United Kingdom

After years of people telling us to watch
out for viruses and be careful about the
websites we visit, only the most naïve or
novice user will be unaware that they
need to be careful on the Internet.
Unfortunately, being aware and being
fully prepared are not quite the same
thing, and the threats can pose particular
problems when they are actively
designed to deceive us.  With this in
mind, a threat that has risen to
prominence in recent years is that of
phishing.  For those unfamiliar with the
term, it basically refers to email
messages that are dressed-up to look
like they've come from a legitimate
source, with the aim of getting the
recipient to part with sensitive
information (typically via an
accompanying bogus website).
Depending upon the type of information
that may be acquired in this way, the
unwitting victim may open the door to
further problems such as fraud, identity
theft, or attacks against their system.

Phishing is certainly a significant
problem, with statistics from the Anti-
Phishing Working Group revealing that

an average of 27,469 unique phishing
messages were reported per month in
the period from January 2007 to January
2008 inclusive . Moreover, people
continue to fall victim to the scams, with
figures suggesting that around 3% of
recipients lose money as a result .  As
such, it is relevant to take a look at the
challenges posed by phishing, the extent
to which people are vulnerable, and
some ways in which they can protect
themselves.

The received wisdom about phishing
messages is that they will typically stand
out from the crowd by containing spelling
mistakes, grammatical errors, or other
tell-tale signs to give the game away.
However, whilst this was very often true
in the past, it will by no means ensure
that they can be spotted today.  As an
example, take a look at the screenshot,
which is a phishing email purporting to
come from HSBC bank (and just one of
the many phishing attempts I received
while writing the article).  On the surface,
both the appearance and the language
of the message look okay, and so for
someone unfamiliar with the fact that a
'please verify your details' message is a
standard premise for phishing, this could
look fairly convincing.  Of course, some
might argue that the lack of HSBC-style
logo and graphics is also a giveaway,
but phishers can easily resolve that
aspect by stealing the images
from the company website.

There are, however, some signs
that quickly betray the message
as a scam.  For example, the
listed address of 850 Main Street
in London would probably be
more convincing if HSBC actually
had an office there.  However,
spotting that takes either a bit of
knowledge or some effort to
check, and in any case it could
again be easily resolved if the
scammers simply checked
beforehand and put factual details
in the message.  It wasn't that

they couldn't do so; they simply
didn't need to because sufficient
people will not check.  There was
also a more subtle giveaway, which
isn't apparent from the image
alone.  Looking at the link that the
message is encouraging us to
follow, it appears to be a genuine
HSBC online banking address.
However, hovering the mouse
pointer over it or viewing the
source of the message reveals that
it actually went to descramble.tv/
components/ movie/login.htm (a
page that has since been
removed), which is clearly
somewhat less convincing as a
legitimate place to verify your
details! Nonetheless, the fact that
one has to look beyond the surface
reveals that spotting a phish is not
as easy as some might suggest.
As part of a research study at the
University of Plymouth, we took
179 end-users and asked them to
assess 20 email messages, in
order to determine whether they
could distinguish the legitimate
ones from the scams by the
appearance and content alone.

From the messages used, nine
were legitimate and eleven were
bogus, and they collectively
covered a range of topics
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commonly used as the basis for
phishing.  In judging the examples,
our participants could opt to make
a definitive assessment that the
message was legitimate or
illegitimate, or indicate that they
didn't know, plus explain their
choices if they wished.  Their
overall success is summarised the
table, and it quickly becomes clear
that referring to 'success' is rather
stretching the point here.  Indeed,
the underlying results revealed a
wealth of misclassifications and
misconceptions, with the
unavoidable conclusion that many
people really aren't well-placed to
protect themselves against these
threats.

Now, to be fair to the participants in
this trial, they were lacking one
thing that normal recipients of
phishing messages can use to their
advantage; namely the context in
which the message has been
received.  As the scammers
become more professional,
attempting to judge the legitimacy
of a message simply by the way it
looks will become increasingly
futile.  Meanwhile, the context in
which it arrives can sometimes be
an instant giveaway.  For example,
that message claiming to be from
HSBC can look as convincing as it
likes; it won't convince me to take it
seriously if I haven't got a HSBC
account.

So, the context can tell you a lot,
but you've still got to have your
anti-phishing antennae
appropriately attuned to what to
look for, and be prepared not to
take everything at face value.
Indeed, if you're not careful the
attackers can use the context
against you.   In order to
investigate this, we conducted
another experiment in which we
sent a message to 152 users within
a participating organisation, which
claimed to be from their IT

department.  The
message basically
instructed them to follow
a link to a website and
then install an 'important
software update' in
order to improve their
access to the systems.
So, the context for the
recipient (if they
believed the message)
was someone in
authority telling them
they needed to do
something fairly urgent
… just the sort of
triggers that might be
used in phishing and wider social
engineering contexts.  Despite having a

number of suspicious characteristics
that security-aware users would regard
as the hallmarks of a scam, a surprising
proportion of people (almost a quarter)
were easily hooked and proceeded to
follow the link .   In fact, the number
might ultimately have been higher than
this, but the experiment was terminated
early after the IT department started to
receive messages from concerned
users.  With the original messages
having been sent out towards the end of
the working day, it is likely that many
users would only have seen the
messages the following morning … by
which time the associated website (and
logging of any visits) had been disabled.
One of the key points here was that the
recipients simply did not expect to
encounter a phishing-type threat in this
context, as illustrated by the following
quote from one of the victims:

"Very nifty, one always looks out for
phishing using the identity of banks and
other large corporations, but one never
expects the IT department to be misused
for these purposes. I almost fired off an
email to them to complain about their
unprofessionalism. Well done!"

The point is, of course, that targeted
threats such as spear-phishing will aim
to exploit exactly this sort of

misconception.  Indeed, the potential
victim's lack of awareness is often a
great asset to the phisher.  In some
cases, a simple lack of understanding of
how things work on the Web can be their
undoing.  For some users, simply seeing
a name that they recognise as part of the
address is enough to convince them that
it's genuine.  As a result, they have no
ability to distinguish between a genuine
address such as www.hsbc.co.uk and
something rather more dubious, such as
www.hsbcbanking.bankhosting.com;
both mention HSBC and so unless you
know a little about how web addresses
are supposed to look (or are certain that
you know what the genuine address
looks like), both have the potential to
look sufficiently convincing.  While one
could hope that technologies such as
browser-based phishing filters would
pick up problems like this, from the
people perspective, there isn't an easy
solution to this; it simply requires a
greater degree of IT awareness.

An aspect where technology is less able
to protect us is in dealing with the
concerns and emotions that phishing
tries to exploit.  The success of phishing
often represents the triumph of
psychology over common sense, with
those responsible for sending the
messages being very well aware of the
sort of things that might tempt or scare
people into responding.  For example, if
we don't know any better, then receiving
an unexpected message saying
something like "Access to your Online
Account has been suspended" is almost
guaranteed to set our hearts racing.  The
scammers know this of course, and
that's the point; they know that once
we're in this position we are
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vulnerable and may react in haste,
without giving due attention to all the
advice that we'd tried to remember when
we were in a calmer frame of mind.
Indeed, one of the key things about
phishing is that it can work best when
you're not thinking clearly, and the
pretext in many cases is specifically
designed to catch you off-guard.  Of
course, when faced with something
that's trying to push our psychological
buttons it's sometimes difficult to remain
rational and cautious.  Nonetheless, it is
important not to rush into doing
something that you may later regret.  As
such, I would advocate a quick run
through the following LIST of checks,
relating to the message and what it's
asking you to do :

Legitimacy

Does the request seem legitimate?  For
example, should you be asked for this
information, and is this how you should
normally provide it?  

Importance

What is the value of the information you
are being asked to provide (or the task
that you are being asked to perform),
and how might it be misused?

Source

Are you confident that the source of the
request is genuine?  Can you find a way
to check?

Timing

Do you have to respond now?  If
you still have doubts, take time to
make further checks or ask for help.

While this still won't be foolproof, its
use would at least ensure a
valuable pause for thought and a
reality check on what the message
is encouraging you to do.  If you still
feel out of your depth with this, then
playing the Anti-Phishing Phil game
developed by a team at Carnegie
Mellon University's Usable Privacy
and Security lab, may help to
acquaint you with some of the finer
points of the problem.   Indeed, for
anyone else you may think is
vulnerable, getting them to
remember the checklist and to pay
a visit to http://cups.cs.cmu.edu/
antiphishing_phil/ could be time
very well spent.

An unfortunate conclusion is that
phishing doesn't seem like a
problem that's likely to disappear
any time soon.  It's too easy and too
profitable for those sitting behind
the scams.  What we therefore
need to do is to increase
awareness in order to ensure that
potential victims become harder to
hook.  
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Books
Hélène Maurice profiles Daphne Du Maurier and suggests
some good reads from this well-loved author
Author Profile
Daphne Du Maurier
By Hélène Maurice

You may have seen some of the
classic films from Du Maurier novels
and short stories such as  Rebecca
and The Birds. In this issue we
highlight a few of the classic books
available in paperback by Daphne Du
Maurier.

As a passionate reader of stories
combining mystery and a life of
hardship, Daphne Du Maurier (1907-

1989) has become one of my
favourite authors. I remember
watching, in my early teens, Rebecca
with Laurence Olivier as well as The
Birds adapted by Alfred Hitchcock.
The claustrophobic atmosphere and
tension in both films made an impact
on me but at the time I did not enquire
further about the writer. Then a few
years ago, Mary Anne, the life of
Daphne Du Maurier's colourful great-
great-grand-mother in Regency
London was given to me. This was the
start of my addiction. In a book shop,
I always looked through the section
on Du Maurier and slowly my

collection of her oeuvre, including
novels, non-fiction and short stories
has grown. Most of them are
published by Virago whose dramatic
covers grab your attention straight
away. Daphne Du Maurier's flowing,
engaging style has the power to
engross the reader in her characters
and to keep one going till the last
page. 

Below are three of her lesser known
works which you may not have come
across  but which I hope will convince
you she should have a special spot on
your bookshelves.

Hungry Hill
by Daphne Du Maurier

516pp, Virago Modern Classics
£7.99

Six sections divide the novel, each
one focussing on a specific character
through whose point of view the story
proceeds. This family narrative starts
in 1820 with John Brodrick, alias,
"Copper John" a resolute man,
embracing progress, keen to enrich
himself and his descendants, who
opens a copper mine on the
eponymous, Hungry Hill. There is a

feud with another family, the
Donovans, who think they have been
cheated out of their land by the
Brodricks and should be the ones
living at Clonmere Castle. The reader
follows the trials of the Brodrick heirs,
always overshadowed by the
Donovans and the mine till a hundred
years later. The book explores the
problems that money brings and how
relationships and communication
between individuals in a family are the
keys of success and contentment. It is
a powerful, sad novel with the
dwelling, Clonmere, just like
Manderley in Rebecca at its core. 

Don't Look Now and
Other Stories
by Daphne Du Maurier

268pp, Penguin Modern Classics
£8.99

The first story Don't Look Now is set in
Venice and from the first page the
atmosphere is mysterious and
alarming. The two main characters,
John and his wife Laura are on 

holiday trying to overcome the loss of
their young daughter and find
happiness again. They come into
contact with two sisters one of whom,
a medium, helps Laura see her
daughter. These ladies seem to crop
up everywhere the couple go along
with a fugitive dwarf. The narrow
streets of Venice, the old buildings
and the dampness contribute to the
uneasiness and spookiness. The
denouement is intense and
overpowering. 
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The Du Mauriers
by Daphne Du Maurier

317pp, Virago Modern Classics,
£7.99

The life of Du Maurier's great-grand-
mother, Ellen, is the central character
of this story around whom other
fascinating people gravitate. In 1810,
12 year old, Ellen has to leave
England for the continent following
her mother Marie-Anne Clarke. In
Dover she witnesses the return of a
French family to their country, whose
fortune was destroyed by the French
Revolution. The younger boy will
become her husband and his sister

her best friend. A few years later, in
Paris, Louise Busson Du Maurier
teaches English in an institution and
comes into contact with Ellen again.
Through her, Ellen meets her brother
Louis-Mathurin. They are attracted to
each other and decide to get married.
As the story unfolds, the reader
follows the life of their three children
but mainly the oldest one George
alias Kicky. He will become a famous
cartoonist for the paper, Punch and
write the notorious book, Trilby. All
these characters with their faults and
hardships are captivating; they make
you feel close to them and keep you
wanting to know more. 

THE 100
by Michael H. Hart

Review by Dr M Farmer

This is a ranking of the most influential
people in history, a book that reflects
the reality of existence and acts as a
lesson for us all.  Hart has
magnificently made his case for his
rankings and his justifications
although alarming in some cases are
understandable in a modern context. 

The sensuous and the heart piercing
are all bought together to highlight
roles as leaders of their audiences in
history. Hart's selections may be
surprising to some, neither Jesus nor
Marx, but Muhammad tops his
ranking as the most influential person
in human history. 

Man is slave to influence hence Hart’s
choice of Muhammad is no surprise.
The challenges presented by the lives
of these great figures still resonates
today.

What is What in the
Nanoworld
by Victor E. Borisenko 
and Stefano Ossicini

Review by Dr M Farmer

This is a very comprehensive book on
the world we cannot even see. The
authors have certainly covered many
aspects of the microscopic world.
Professor Borisenko and Professor
Ossicini have addressed the thirst and
hunger for nanotechnology. 

All the entries present the main
features of the phenomena behind
"Nano". The book addresses quantum
physics, chemistry, extreme maths
and  applications of nanostructures.
The book refers to all influencers in
the present renaissance of modern
science and technology. 

This work is very detailed but once
you reach the middle you realise the
gravity and strength of knowledge that
it empowers us with. I certainly
recommend this book to the nano-
professional to be. 



By Hélène Maurice

If you live in London, it is now an even
shorter train journey to Paris thanks to
the new Eurostar route. Board an early
train at the newly renovated St
Pancras Station, nowadays one of
London's best Victorian landmarks.
Allow some time to wander around and
see the John Betjeman statue, the
poet who helped save this magnificent
building. Once on board the train in
just 2 hours 15 minutes you can find
yourself at La Gare Du Nord in Paris.

Paris is an enchanting city full of
grandiose historic buildings but it is
vast and tiring. The best way to travel
from one sightseeing place to another
is by metro (tube). After leaving your
luggage at your hotel, aim for 'la Tour
Eiffel', built in 1889 for the Paris World
Fair and now the symbol of France. To
avoid queuing and for a better sense of
achievement, take your courage in
both hands and go up the stairs. It will
give you a better sense of the beauty
of its iron architecture. On the last
level, a breathtaking, extended view
over the capital and the Trocadéro
(housing a number of museums)
awaits you. Don't forget to peep
through the windows at a waxwork of
Gustave Eiffel (1832-1923) in
conversation in his study on one of the
higher levels.

For a quick bite, pop over to 'Le
Quartier Latin', buzzing with tourists,

students and excitement. It is situated
around the famous Sorbonne
University on the 'Rive Gauche.' In the
afternoon, still on the left side of the
river, visit 'Le Musée d'Orsay' situated
in a restored station along the Seine,
opposite 'Le Louvre'. It is the perfect
size if you like strolling around
paintings and statues but tire quite
quickly. The building itself is
impressive especially the curved
ceiling of the entrance hall. It holds
collections of French and European art
from 1848 to 1914. You will come into
contact with worldwide known
paintings and painters such as Edgar
Degas, Paul Gauguin, Henri de

T o u l o u s e -
Lautrec and
many more. 

To end the
day, dine at 'Le
Procope' the
oldest café in
Paris, 'rue de
l ' A n c i e n n e
C o m é d i e '
( M é t r o :
Odéon).  It

was founded in 1686 by an Italian and
became the meeting place for heated
discussions of famous writers and
philosophers but also politicians
including Voltaire, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Robespierre, Honoré de
Balzac, Victor Hugo and even
Benjamin Franklin. The walls of the
dining room are dressed with large
mirrors, epitaphs, and busts of these
great men complete the decor. The
food is delightful. I recommend the coq
au vin.

On Sunday morning, what better way
to start the day than to sit at the terrace
of a café to watch the world go by and
feel part of the Parisian way of life.
Have a French breakfast, coffee or hot
chocolate with a couple of fresh, warm
croissants. Divine! 

For those of us who are fascinated by
cemeteries, 'Le Père Lachaise' is a
must (Métro: Gambetta, Philippe-
Auguste, or Père-Lachaise).  Ask for a
plan as it is the largest cemetery in the
city of Paris. Go and meditate at the
tombs of Frédéric Chopin, Molière,
Edith Piaf, Marcel Proust, Oscar Wilde,
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Un tour de Paris - Two days in 
'La Ville Lumière'
Its just a short Eurostar ride away



Jim Morrisson of the Doors. It is a
peaceful, romantic place to stroll and
discover.

Before the journey back, head for 'la
Basilique du  Sacré Coeur' in
Montmartre where some of the scenes
from Amélié were filmed. From there
the views of Paris are breathtaking.
Behind it, meander in 'le quartier des
artistes'. You will be asked if you fancy
having your portrait made in crayon
but be careful, it is not value for money
as it is more of a tourist trap. However
you will get a feeling of the bohemian
life where Picasso, Dali and VanGogh
to name a few lived in this old part of
Paris with steep streets and stairs. The
best way to complete two marvellous
days is to return home and eat first
class on the Eurostar to prolong the
romantic feeling of your stay in 'La Ville
Lumière'. 
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Flex your French to solve this puzzle

Across Down
1 Flavoured almond paste (10) 1 Decorated porcelain (7) 
4 Grade of wine from a producing region (3) 2 Basically (2-4)
6 Infused element (8) 3 Person who has a patron (7)
9 Appointed place for meeting (5)  5 Sauce made of flour and butter (4) 
10 Christmas (4) 7 Composure in danger (4-5)
12 Ornament like small flower (7) 8 Muddle (5)
14 Wax candle (6) 11 Proust's cake (9)
15 Puzzle (8)    13 Herbal tea (6)
16 Summary (6) 14 Basque hat (5)
17 Religious man (4)
18 Trace, evidence (7)
19 Impetuous rush (4)

FRENCH CROSSWORD

Solution on back page
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The last and greatest work by the pre-
Raphaelite painter, Edward Burne-
Jones, The Sleep of Arthur in Avalon
(1881-1898), has  returned on loan to
the UK from Puerto Rico for the first
time in forty years as part of the major
re-hang of the BP British Art Displays
at Tate Britain. 

This enormous painting, measuring
over six metres, has been loaned to
Tate Britain with Frederic Leighton's
masterpiece Flaming June (1895) from
the Museo de Arte de Ponce, Puerto
Rico, while its galleries undergo a
major renovation and expansion
programme. These important British
Victorian paintings are being shown
alongside other masterpieces of late
Victorian art from the Tate Collection. 

Burne-Jones's magnificent The Sleep
of King Arthur in Avalon (1881-1898)
(above) was purchased for the Museo
de Arte de Ponce in Puerto Rico by the
island's governor and founder of the
museum, the benefactor Don Luis
Ferré, in 1963. The vast canvas
measures 279 x 650 cm and is the
subject of a one-room, in-focus display
alongside related studies. 

Flaming June 

Flaming June, a favourite of Don Luis
Ferré, was last shown in the UK in

1996 and has become an iconic work
in Puerto Rico. The picture was one of
the artist's final works and shows a
woman in a state of total relaxation,
with brilliant orange drapery stretched
across her body, as she sleeps in the
heat of the Mediterranean sun. The
theme of sleep and its associations
with death and unconsciousness was
important to both Leighton and Burne-
Jones, and has additional resonance
in these two works that were painted
towards the end of the artists' lives. 

Described as his magnum opus, The
Sleep of King Arthur in Avalon was the
culmination of Burne-Jones's career.
Originally commissioned by his patron
George Howard, Earl of Carlisle, to
hang on a wall in the library of Naworth
Castle, it was started in 1881 and
Burne-Jones worked on it for 17 years;
he even moved into a studio large
enough for the purpose, but died
before it was complete. The painting
became increasingly autobiographical
for the artist as he withdrew into
himself. Towards the end of his life he
wrote, "I need nothing but my hands
and my brain to fashion myself a world
to live in that nothing can disturb. In my
own land I am king of it." 

Following the artist's death the painting
with its magnificent frame with Latin
inscription passed to a neighbour of

Burne-Jones's whose descendants,
John and Penryn Monck, sold the work
at Christie's on 26 April 1963. Even at
a time when Victorian art was
unfashionable, the sale was
considered a significant loss to Britain. 
Tate Britain has entered into a unique
collaboration with the Museo de Arte
de Ponce (MAP), Puerto Rico, which
holds a major collection of British art.
The collaboration aims to develop
long-term relationships between the
curatorial departments at both
institutions in order to encourage a
broader international understanding of
the rich collections of nineteenth-
century British Art in both MAP and
Tate Britain. As part of the
collaboration, Tate Britain Curators
Alison Smith and Robert Upstone have
been cataloguing the British works in
the collection in Puerto Rico. 

Return of the King
Tate Britain displays a Pre-Raphaelite Masterpiece

“Flaming June”



A pleasant place to rest after a tiring
shopping experience around Oxford
Street is St Christopher's Place, just a
few steps away from Selfridges, near
Bond Street tube station. It is very
popular and at weekends extremely
busy but still worth a shopping-stop.
It's in a pedestrainised street so you
can eat out without imbibing carbon
monoxide with every mouthful.

Over the last few years, this area has
been conquered by restaurant chains.
However nearly every taste is
represented: Italian, Japanese,
Lebanese, Seafood, Spanish, Thai,
Turkish, French and American. There
always seems to be a queue of people
outside Carluccio's but get away from
the crowds by walking a couple of
steps around the corner where the
ambiance is most restful and
welcoming. 
We sat for a quick bite at the tables
outside at Auberge, a French brasserie
type chain, whose food resembles that

served in Café Rouge.
The service was
friendly. My croque-
monsieur was served
with French fries but the
salad was not succulent
enough due to a lack of
béchamel. My partner's
dish of vegetables
wrapped in filo-pastry
was also competent
rather than exciting. But
Auberge is better than
most in the price range,
representing good-
value for money. 

Brumus is a restaurant-bar fused with
the Haymarket Hotel in Suffolk Place.
It is very well situated if you have
booked an evening at one of the many
theatres in and around the Haymarket. 

Food and Wines

There is an extensive
choice of wines from
different countries. It is
best to opt for a bottle if it
is only the two of you as
the prices per glass are
very high.

The food theme is mainly
Italian. We had Parma
ham with figs, suckling
pig, pumpkin risotto,
roasted potatoes and
decided to share the
dessert, chocolate ice-
cream. Overall the food

was delicate, well presented and the
portions were generous enough.
Service is welcoming and the waiters
are keen to make sure your
experience is enjoyable.

The décor is quite grandiose with large
chandeliers and crimson wallpaper.
Large windows look on to the main
street and fortunately the traffic noise
is undetectable. Altogether the
ambience is subdued and intimate.
The meal for two with two glasses of
wine came to £78, which we
considered reasonable for the locale
and we would be happy to go back. 

Restaurant Rating :

3 stars out of five 

Eating Out 
Auberge, St Christopher's Place, off Oxford Street, London
By Hélène Maurice

Brumus, Haymarket, near Trafalgar Square, London
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By Hélène Maurice

Have you ever brushed against a
shrub of lavender or rubbed the
flowers and leaves between your
fingers? If not give it a try and savour
the exquisite scent.

Lavender comes from the Latin word
'lavare' meaning to wash. It is
cultivated around the Mediterranean
basin but also in England. For
thousands of years its healing,
medicinal and antiseptic properties
have been recognised. The Egyptians
treated skin disorders with it and
during the the famous plague epidemic
of 1665, Londoners carried it to keep
the contagion at bay.

Lavender, from the genus, Lavandula,
comes in diverse varieties. The one
mainly found in the UK is Lavandula
angustifolia, a plant with small purple-
like flowers and long stems. Lavandula
stoechas, has darker flowers which
once opened give the impression of a
butterfly. Both release a strong,
addictive flagrance.

I have fond childhood memories
regarding lavender. Each time we
visited Provence in the South of
France, my mother bought sachets of
dried lavender flowers to perfume the
drawers back home but also to keep
moths away. I am always transfixed by
the flagrance as I find it extremely
relaxing and soothing. When around a
field of lavender in flower, I can easily

lose myself and dream away for hours
in that sea of vibrant, warm, romantic
purple-blue.  

In any books on herb gardens,
aromatherapy and healing, lavender is
to the fore. The plant flowers in mid-
summer and the flowers are collected
just before opening and then left to dry.
This list of the various uses is not
exhaustive but here are a few: in
cosmetics, in food to flavour such as
sugar, honey, to make infusions and
apple-lavender jelly (I tried both and
enjoyed the taste but be careful not to
pick too many flowers as the scent can
be overpowering), in baths and

burning oil to relax and fight
headaches, as an insect repellent, as
a mild antiseptic or simply to decorate
your room to give it a Mediterranean
feel.

Lavandula Angustifolia

Lavender the scent of Provence
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ABSTRACT

In a global world, where e-business is
rapidly growing, everyone tries to
improve their income. Among all the
available strategies, trying to predict the
customer’s behavior and to anticipate
their expectations, is a solution. 

To achieve this goal, one has to design a
model of customer’s behaviour, usually
bymining the tremendous amount of
data stored on the company’s computer.
In fact, the data mining process implicitly
assumes the homogeneity of the context
where data is collected. But the cultural
background is different when an
Egyptian citizen buys with Amazon or
when it is a Chinese citizen. We cannot
suggest a Chinese citizen to buy a
spoon after buying a bowl: sticks would
be more appropriate. In that context, the
classical techniques of machine learning
or data mining can be challenged. This is
why we suggest investigating the use of
analogical learning, which allows
highlighting hidden correspondences
between diverse contexts. Analogical
learning is not new but we provide a set
theoretic approach, very suitable for
practical implementation. This way to
model customer behavior could enhance
the customer experience in a business
environment.

KEYWORDS

data mining, analogy, global
business, analogical reasoning,
analogical learning

1. INTRODUCTION

The wide expansion of Information
Technologies and the development
of ecommerce worldwide oblige us
to think differently when it comes to
mine the huge amount of data
available. There are a large
number of available techniques,
going from statistical analysis to
neural networks through rules
bases systems (association rules,
inductive logic programming,
decision trees, etc…). These
techniques aim to build a model of
clients’ behavior or more generally,
companies market behavior to
forecast, get the right decisions
and implement the relevant
strategy. When it comes to
customers’ models for instance, we
try to guess what the client would
like to buy in the near future. But all
these tools rely on a hidden
assumption: the data are coming 
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from a homogeneous universe so
that we can extract general rules
widely applicable. Let us consider a
simple example. When a western
person buys online a plate or set of
plates, a web site would probably
suggest buying forks since, for
instance, thinking in terms of
association rules, 90% of the
persons buying plates go for forks
on the same website. But now,
when a Chinese individual buys a
bowl, we can imagine there are no
specific rules dealing with bowl or if
any, it could be bowl and spoon
because, let us say 85% of people
buying bowl buy spoon as well.
But, in that case, it is better to
suggest sticks instead of spoon,
just because of the cultural context
where Chinese people mainly use
sticks to eat. In term of rules, how
can we establish a formal
relationship between 4 items: plate
and fork, bowl and sticks? In fact,
there is a simple relationship: the
so-called "analogical proportion":
"fork is to plate as stick is to bowl".
Analogical ratio is the basis of the
day to day analogical reasoning. 

Another example is "heart is to
human as engine is to car" or
"rivers are to land as arteries are to
human body". If we are able to
handle this kind of relation, then we
get a great help when it comes to
suggest something to buy after
buying a bowl. Despite its strange
status, analogical reasoning, can
be considered as a very common
reasoning process and has the
ability to shortcut long classical
reasoning leading to the same
conclusion. This ability to identify
relationship between what looks
like unrelated items is an important
feature of the human cognition
process and is commonly used in
the day to day life. And it is much
more powerful than it appears at a
first glance. In fact, a lot of scientific
discoveries have emerged thanks
to a kind of analogical reasoning! It
is largely accepted that analogical
reasoning is the basis for creativity
as it allows correspondence
between different paradigms. 

Albert Einstein himself,
considered 

as one of the most
creative minds (at least
in the scientific field)
during the 20th century,
used to say: "Problems
cannot be solved by
thinking within the
framework in which the
problems were created." 

It is not surprising that
investigations have been
made to model the
process of analogy
making. Probably due to
its unclear status, analogical inference
has not been deeply investigated and
that is probably why we do not have an
effective mechanical counterpart:
analogical inference engines. Our aim
here is to provide a clear understanding
of analogical reasoning and how it could
help in implementing a machine learning
process. This learning process can
predict the behavior of a new customer
and then, in term of business strategy, to
anticipate his next acquisition, making
the web experience more profitable for
both parties. Our paper is structured as
follows section 2. We investigate the
concept of analogy, its historical and
logical roots as well as diverse
interpretations. Section 3 is devoted to a
technical investigation of the analogical
reasoning ability and how to use it in a
machine learning perspective. In section
4, we examine related works and we
finally conclude in section 5.

2. ANALOGY

Analogy is not a new concept and it can
be dated back to Aristotle's time.
Analogy involves four items a, b, c and d
or concepts in a unique relationship: "a
is to b as c is to d". In the day to day life,
it is largely used but from a
mathematical viewpoint, there is no such
analogical theory as we have classical
logic theory. One of the main drawbacks
of this type of reasoning is that its
conclusions are merely probable
contrasting with classical reasoning
whose conclusions are certain. One of
its main advantages is its ability to

shortcut long classical reasoning leading
to the same conclusion. More than that,
it can quickly highlight the relationship
between objects or concepts whose
relationships are not trivial otherwise.
Analogical reasoning is usually
considered as an essential ingredient for
creativity: this is the ability to link
concepts or ideas which, superficially,
look unrelated. As a specific aspect of
the cognitive process ([12],[15]), it is not
surprising that Artificial Intelligence has
started to handle analogical reasoning
and to apply it to diverse fields (see
[1],[10],[13],[14] for instance).

Let us start with the standard notation
a:b::c:d whose informal meaning is "a is
to b as c is to d". Roughly speaking, we
first observe four particular items: a and
b which are similar in some way and
dissimilar in other way, then c and d
which agree and disagree as the pair
(a,b) agree/disagree. Now, if we
consider (a) as a problem and (b) as one
of its solutions, then given a new
problem (c), we could consider (d) as an
adequate solution as soon as the
analogy a:b::c:d holds. 

Opposite to the classical reasoning
which leads to sound conclusions as
soon as the hypothesis are sound,
analogical reasoning can lead to a
wrong conclusion or whose correctness
cannot be guaranteed. Dating back to
Aristotle's time, it is agreed that
analogical proportion should obey the
three classical postulates:
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- symmetry: a:b::c:d > c:d::a:b
- central permutation: a:b::c:d > a:c::b:d
- identity determinism: a:a::b:x > x = b

These postulates are supposed to
capture the fundamental properties of
analogical proportion. Despite its long
history, analogical inference has not
been deeply investigated till now.
Generally speaking, we can consider
that a and b belong to a domain E (also
called base domain) and c and d belong
to another domain F (also called co-
domain). The main purpose of
analogical reasoning is to transfer to the
codomain (or target domain) some
knowledge extracted from the base
domain. We can then distinguish
between 2 types of analogical
reasoning. 

- When E!=F (base domain equals to co-
domain), we generally use the term
"analogical proportion" or "proportional
analogy" or "within domain". The 3
postulates above apply.

- When E!=F, it is called "predictive
analogy" because it really allows to
change the framework of the problem. In
that case, we could say the problem c (in
the co-domain F) is mapped on the
problem a in the base domain where we
have a solution b. If we can map b to
something d in F, d could be considered
as a solution for c. Obviously, in that
case, central permutation postulate is
meaningless. This kind of analogy is the
basis of the analogical learning, allowing
to transfer knowledge from one side to
another. But to carry on with effective
implementation, we have first to provide
concise definitions, suitable for
computer calculations. This is the object
of the next subsections.

2.1 Algebraic Analogies

This is the situation where E = F = a
mathematical set (IR for instance): an
interpretation of analogy is then defined
via the mathematical structure on E and
through algebraic properties: this is the
case for semi-groups, words over
alphabets, lattices and trees (see [[7] for
an extensive survey). For instance, if
E=F=IR, 3 is to 4 as 12 is to 16. The
most straightforward definitions in that
case are: 

Additive analogy: 
a:b::c:d iff a -b = c - d

Multiplicative analogy
a:b::c:d iff a * d = b * c

When the underlying universe is a vector
space, additive analogy expresses the
relation between the vertices of a
parallelogram. When dealing with words
over a given alphabet, these definitions
apply and we can capture analogies
such as "walk is to walker as drive is to
driver". Due to these standard
mathematical interpretations, we often
use the expression, "analogical
proportions."

The problem "given a, b, c, find an x
such that a : b :: c : x holds" is a classical
equation solving problem. The existence
and uniqueness of the solution only
relies on the underlying algebraic
structure in E. From a computational
viewpoint, despite the fact we cannot
always provide a finite list of analogies,
we have to be able to decide if a given
itemset (a, b, c, d) satisfies an analogical
proportion or not. In the previous
interpretation, this is the case but we
have other interpretations where it is not
so trivial.

2.2 Set Theoretic Analogies

Of course, in the real world, we cannot
rely on a very strong structure over the
universe we are working on. Simply
because the collected data do not
themselves belong to the same domain:
we have numerical data, symbolic data,
etc….The data can be represented as
vector or set of values (symbolic,
numeric or ordinal). From a
mathematical viewpoint, they belong to a
Cartesian product which is far from
being a standard vector space. Then
they cannot be handled via a simple
operation as for algebraic analogies.
That is why we are interested in this kind
of analogies where no assumption is
made over the underlying set: they are
more suitable for the e-business world.
In that case, it is relevant to consider the
following definition providing a formal
interpretation in the context of set
representation (where - denotes the set
difference):

Set analogy
a:b::c:d 
iff a-b = c -d and b-a = d-c

This is just the formal counterpart
of the definition given in [15]: four
sets a, b, c and d in analogical
proportion if a can be transformed
into b and c into d by adding and
deleting the same elements. If we
think in terms of information, it
means the amount of information
we have to add to/remove from a to
get b is exactly the amount we
have to manage for going from c to
d. We have to notice that these
definitions are consistent with the 3
postulates above and so they
capture a suitable notion of
analogy. We provide a simple
example to support intuition.
Suppose a, b, c, d are subsets of a
finite universe {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5}
and represented as binary vectors
x such that xi = 1 iff pi belongs to x.

a = (1,1,0,1,0), b = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1),
c = (0,1,1,1,0), d = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1),

They satisfy a:b::c:d just because a
- b is (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) which is exactly
c - d and b - a = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) which
is exactly d - c. This kind of
representation is suitable for a lot
of business databases: an obvious
interpretation of {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5}
could be items in a online shop and
a, b c d are just a representation of
the shopping basket of 4 distinct
customers. In that case, we can
obviously decide if 4 sets of data
are in analogical relation or not. But
we can do more: we can solve
analogical equations. Suppose we
have a, b and c as previously: they
can be elements of a database.
Now a new, partially informed
vector is at hand: for instance, a
customer d on our web site, having
p1 and p3 in his shopping basket
and preparing to check out: d could
be represented for now as (1, ?, 1,
?, ?). Of course, we want him to
stay a little bit longer: a solution is
to suggest him some other
interesting items to buy. What are
the items we could suggest? If we
can find a vector d' such that d'= (1,
d2, 1, d4, d5) and a:b::c:d holds, 
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then we could naturally
suggest to our customer the
items pi such that di = 1. Let
us examine this example and
see if we can solve the
analogical equation a:b::c:x
where x is the unknown. Back
to our interpretation above, it
means we are looking for x
such that: a-b = c -x and b-a =
x - c. The first equality implies
that we have to remove p2
and p4 from x, and the second
one implies that we have to
add p5 to x: we then have a
template for x which is (?, 0, ?,
0, 1).

Our analogical equation has 4
solutions: (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0 ,
1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1) and finally (1,
0, 1, 0, 1). Back to our initial
problem, we can suggest to our
customer to buy p5 because only
the last solution satisfies the
requirement to match the current
customer pattern (1, ?, 1, ?, ?). It
should be absolutely clear that
when the number of features is
increasing, such an equation can
get a lot of solutions with more than
one matching the initial pattern. In
that case, we have probably to
rank the solutions according to a
cost effectiveness function.

In the following of this paper, we
focus on this way to define analogy
and we develop our view about
analogical learning process.

3. Main computational
framework for analogical
learning

Machine learning can be
summarized as the process of
building/extracting a model from
available data and using it to
predict forthcoming data. Having its
source in statistical analysis, data
mining techniques are now ranging
from pure statistical development
(regression, variance analysis,
factor analysis, time series, etc…)
to algorithmic techniques mixing
diverse theories (association rules,
neural network, inductive logic
programming, etc…).

Starting from the previous definitions, it
remains to see how we can extract a
constructive way to use analogies. Let
us denote S, the set of available data. To
be consistent with a machine learning
notation, each instance a of S will be
considered as a set or vector of features
(components). The aim of the learning
task is to predictfor a new instance x,
partially informed (i.e. where only some
features are known), the values of the
missing features. One of the ideas is to
build up a predictive model M from the
available data S, to apply it to the known
features of x and then output M(x) as
values for the missing features. A lazy
approach (as for k-nearest neighbors
algorithm) is just to store S as a memory
for future use: so we do not have to build
up a model statically. This is this
approach that we want to devise here:
only S will be use to guess the unknown
feature of x. We can now formalize the
inference process following the lines of
[7].

Given x, we denote k(x) (resp. u(x)) the
known (resp. unknown features) of x.
We can distinguish 3 steps in the
inference process:

1. Compute A(x) = {(a, b, c) in S3 |
k(a):k(b)::k(c):k(x) is satisfied}

2. Compute U(x) = { w |
u(a):u(b)::u(c):u(w) , (a, b, c) in A(x) }

3. Choose an element w in U(x) and u(w)
as the predicted value for u(x)

What do we need to be able to
effectively implement this
procedure?

First of all, we need the
analogical proportion a:b::c:d to
be decidable. In that case, we
assume to have an effective
procedure testing the validity of
a given analogy a:b::c:d. Of
course, this heavily relies on the
interpretations previously
devised.

During step 1, we have to
achieve an exhaustive search
evaluating (#S)3 (cardinal ofthe
set) analogical relations.
Roughly speaking, we look for
the items in the trainingset

which are in analogical proportion with x,
based on the available features.

During step 2, we have to solve #A(x)
analogical equations. Relying on the fact
thatnwe have a decision procedure, we
are absolutely sure to be able to solve
such equation from a computational
viewpoint.

Finally, step 3 is just a choice which
could be made as clever as possible
among competing hypothesis. Using a
particular ranking of the solutions in U(x)
could be a solution as soon as we have
specific criteria. A "brute force" solution
is to implement a random choice.

Learning by analogy follows the principle
of instance based learned (lazy learning)
where the whole learning database is
kept as such without any extraction of
general explicit rules or principles. One
of the best known instance-based
learning algorithms is the so-called k-
nearest neighbours algorithm where the
missing information about the new data
is derived from a majority vote of its k-
nearest neighbors, using a suitable
distance. It is interesting to notice that
we do not make use of any statistics,
distance or metric in this approach. It
means that it does not matter the
amount of data we have at hand.

Let us examine a simple example. We
consider a given gas company providing
additional services: Online_billing
Maintenance Electricity New_Boiler 
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Advice. A customer is then represented
as a vector of 5 binary values telling
what the additional services a customer
registered for are. Given a basic
customer's database containing a, b, c,
d, e, f, g and h we have for instance:

a = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0), b = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1),
c = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0), d = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1),
e = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0), f = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1),
g = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0), h = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1),

- We see that customers a and b behave
similarly with Online billing and
Electricity and behave opposite with
services Maintenance, New Boiler and
Advice.

- Concerning customer's c and d, we
understand they behave similarly with
services Online_billing and Electricity
and opposite with services Maintenance,
New_Boiler and Advice. But obviously,
we observe that c does not behave as a,
and d does not behave as b.

- So following our definition for set
analogy, we are entitled to say that
customer a behavior's is to customer b
behavior's as customer c behavior's
is to customer d behavior's: a : b :: c : d

- The same reasoning applies to g : h ::
c : d but does not apply to e and f. Now
we are in a situation where a new
customer n enters our shop, does not go
for Online_billing and Maintenance, and
simply order Electricity. The main
question is: what are the additional
services we could suggest to n, having
observed his behaviour? Our customer n
is represented with incomplete vector (0,
0, 1, n4, n5).

Step 1 of our algorithm: we look for
analogical proportion involving (0, 0, 1)
as the last item involved in the analogy.
In that case, we have for instance

- (0,0,1) : (0,0,1) :: (0,0,1) : (0,0,1)
- (1,1,1) : (1,0,1) :: (0,1,1) : (0,0,1)
- (0,1,1) : (0,0,1) :: (0,1,1) : (0,0,1)
- (1,1,0) : (1,0,0) :: (0,1,1) : (0,0,1)
- (1,1,0) : (0,1,0) :: (1,0,1) : (0,0,1)

Let us note that case 
(1,1,1) : (1,0,1) :: (0,1,1) matches our
sample (g, h, c) 

and (1,1,0) : (1,0,0) :: (0,1,1) matches
our sample (a, b, c) . 

We just concentrate on these samples.

Step 2 of our algorithm: we have to solve
the analogical equations u(a) :u(b) :: u(c)
: x and u(g) : u(h) :: u(c) : x to complete
the missing value for the new customer
n: the solutions x of these equations are
considered as potential value for the pair
(n4, n5) But, in our simple case, we can 

see that the 2 equations reduce to the
same one:

(1, 0) : (0, 1) :: (1, 0) : (n4, n5)

The only solution is n4 = 0 and n5 = 1.
Step 3: since we have only one solution,
there is no choice to be implemented.
From a practical viewpoint, we can
suggest to the customer n to register
with Advice service. As usual with data 

mining, it is just a method which
has to be checked in term of
success rate.

4 Related Works

Due to its linguistic origin,
analogical reasoning has been
used for natural language analysis
[2] [3] [4], [6] or on top of
conceptual structures (conceptual
graphs for instance) [1]. VivoMind
analogy engine [1] is dedicated in
finding analogies between
concepts, starting from conceptual
graphs. 

To discover analogies, VivoMind
implements 3 different types of
matching graphs, inspired by
previous philosophical description
of analogies [8]. On an algebraic
side, a quite extensive survey can
be found in the works of Stroppa 
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and Yvon [7]. Schmidt et al. [9]
developed a higher order
framework for analogies,
subsuming a large part of the other
mathematical approaches. They
are able to model complex
structural mappings between
diverse domains, and to solve
predictive and proportion
analogies. On a more practical
side, we can cite [10][15] where
they develop an analogical learning
engine using a new notion of
analogical dissimilarity. They focus
on classification tasks and
compare quite favorably with other
more classical approaches. Of
course, classification can be
considered as a learning task
where only one attribute has to be
predicted. We strongly believe that
this kind of approach can be
successful for more sophisticated
learning tasks as well.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated
a new way to mine data using
analogical reasoning. It seems that
this way to proceed is more
suitable to data where the context
where we get the data is not
homogeneous. This is exactly the
case when customers with very
diverse cultural background shop
online using the same website. It
appears that analogical learning is
an exciting perspective since it
allows extracting associations
difficult to extract otherwise. More
than that, using simple algorithms,
we can solve a partially informed
analogical equation a:b::c:x where
x is the partial information to be
completed. In our particular target
application, x represents a
customer and the unknown is the
item we have to suggest him to
buy. Despite some attempts, a long
way has still to be done to build up
an effective analogical learning
engine. We definitely think that this
particular kind of inference could
be very helpful in the development
of intelligent e-business web sites.
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1. Introduction

In the current era of technology there is
continuously nonstop advancement in
miniaturization of electronics
components. But, the law of quantum
mechanics, the restrictions of production
method and the rising expenditure of the
production facilities may rapidly avert us
from the more scaling down of

conventional silicon technology.  The
hunt for substitute technologies has
motivated a surge of curiosity on the
nanometer scale for materials and
devices in recent years. Because of their
exceptional characteristics, metal
nanowires are one of the leading
candidate materials that may escort to a
variety of such applications in the future
[1]. 

There are various techniques for the
development of micro or nanostructures,
but template growth through etched-
track pores is considered to be very
simple and it is the main subject of the
present communiqué.  Latent ion tracks
are long lasting memories of the
passage of energetic ions through
insulating solids.  The basics of the
track-etch technique have been

explained by Fleischer et al [2], and are
illustrated [3] in Fig 1.

Nowadays this method is considered as
a possible route to the emerging
nanotechnology.  Etched single-ion
tracks can be used to study
nanofabrications, as counting and sizing
apertures, as bio-mimetic sensors and
as templates for the electro-deposition of
metal wires. Of special interest seems to
be the exploitation of ion-track
technology for the fabrication of
microelectronic or nanoelectronic
devices.

To generate regular periodic arrays of
submicron, advanced nanowires
electrochemical deposition of metals into

porous templates is executable.
For the most part, frequently used
templates are ion-crafted
membranes. This technique is
known as template synthesis.
Excellent reviews are available
regarding this technique [4-5].  The
technique has two striking features
of extreme simplicity in operation
and high cost-effectiveness.

Ion-crafted membranes, also
known as ion track membranes
(ITMs), besides their utility in
microelectronics, find immense
applications in areas such as
materials science. In materials
science, ITMs act as templates [6]
for the deposition of desired
materials leading to the
development of nano/micro-

structures. 

Nanowires are expected to have
tremendous potential in the field
of bio-sensors and molecular
electronics and can be used in
sensors involving field-effect
transistors for the detection of
biological and chemical species.

In the present work, copper
nanowires are electrochemically
synthesized using etched pores

in polycarbonate ion-track
membrane. Morphology of
electrodeposited copper nanowires
is studied using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). 

2. Experimental details
In this work, we fabricate arrays of
rod-like copper nanowires in
copper substrate.  Makrofol KG
(polycarbonate from Bayer AG of
UK), 20 [Micro] m thick were
prepared by irradiating the foils
with heavy ion 28Si, 100 MeV with
ion fluence of 1x105
ions/cm2, 2.5x 105  ions/cm2,
5x105 ions/cm2, 1x106 ions/cm2
and 2x106 ions/cm2 at the
15 MV Pelletron accelerator of 
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Figure 1 : Principles of ion track technique



the Inter University Accelerator
Centre (IUAC), New Delhi, India.  

The stopping range of Si ion beam
of this energy in the given material
using SRIM code id found to be
32.25[Micro]m, hence the ion beam
will simply pass through a polymer
of the given thickness.  But in order
to have through etched pores, we
have to etch our samples.

Makrofol KG is used in this work
due to the fact that it has a density
of 1.2 g/cm3, melting point 220  c,
is a perfect insulator, is highly
sensitive for the formation of
tracks, is semi-crystalline in nature
and, due to extremely high track
etch ratio, it is able to produce
extremely fine cylindrical or conical
pores very easily, as it can be
easily dissolved in several organic
solutions.

The irradiation of the experiment is
performed at the low fluence with
GPSC (General Purpose
Scattering Chamber).  Fig.2
explains in detail how the
irradiation takes place. The
chamber is 0.6 m in height and 1.5
in diameter. The vacuum inside the
chamber during the irradiation
experiments is around 1x10-6
mbar. GPSC is situated at the
angle of 20º to the beam line. A
beam falls normally on the gold
target of thickness 1mg/cm2 and
scattered at angle of 20º and falls
normally to ladder containing
samples. Both surface barrier
detector (SBD) and Faraday Cup
(FC) detect number of counts/sec,
and connected to pre-amplifier and
scanning channel analyzer. 

The following relation is used to
calculate the actual fluence.

Actual Fluence = (Detector counts per
sec/Faraday cup counts per sec) x
Fluence.

We first carried out calibrations for
sample 1 for 100 sec, During this time
the FC records 14280.3  counts/sec.
Number of counts using FC is nearly 5
corresponding to a  current of   8 nA,
while for the same current SBD detects
142.8 counts/sec. In this way for sample
number 1 the ratio of detector to
Faraday cup counts/ sec is 20.87, Thus
when FC records 33514 counts, the
beam fluence should be 1x106 ions/cm2
,and in this process the time of
irradiations so calculated comes out to
be 1 hour and 4 minutes.

We established optimum experimental
parameters from pelletron accelerator by
putting the gold/quartz foil scatter and
measured the beam current, which was
found to be 95 nA at accelerator
entrance. With the help of data we can
estimate better pulse from the scatter
used its % resolution and dose.

In order to find whether the beam is
homogeneously falling on our samples
or not we etched our irradiated samples
for 3 hours so that the pore can be seen
in the optical microscope and if we count
number of tracks in the 100 field of view
and by calibration the least count of one
field over the magnification of 400X,
then we find the number of tracks remain
constant. This means the beam was
isotropic.

2.1 Copper deposition on copper
substrate

The nuclear track filters (NTFs) used in
the present work were 20um  thick
Makrofol KG foils (Polycarbonate from
Bayer AG of UK), irradiated by heavy
ion, 100 MeV 28Si, with ion fluence of
106 ions/cm2 and beam current of 5-8
nA (1pnA = 6.2x 109 ions/sec).
Methods using NTFs are much
cheaper and easier than comparative
chemical methods of nanowire
fabrication.  The samples were etched
in 6N NaOH, at 60°C for 30 min in a 

temperature controlled water bath.
These were found to be the optimum
conditions to produce etched through
pores for electrodeposition.  The design
of the cell used in the present work, is

shown in Fig.3. This cell has 80 mm long
cylindrical structure made of perpex
cathode and anodes is made of copper
and are detachable.  The NTF covers
the cathode and is sealed thoroughly by
an O-ring, which is 20 mm in the present
case.  Base area of the anode is 30 mm
and the inner length of the cell, which is
used for electrolyte, is 45 mm.  The cell
before use is thoroughly rinsed with milli
Q 10 M[Omega] water, ethanol in
succession and then air-dried. A small
piece (1cm x1cm) of thoroughly cleaned
copper electrical tape with conducting
adhesive layer at the backing was used
as a cathode, affixed to the copper
electrode. The distance between
cathode and anode is adjustable in this
design. The rate of deposition of metallic
films also depends on current density,
interelectrode distance, cell voltage,
electrolyte's concentration and flow
conditions, temperature etc. the
cathode, after being rinsed with H2 SO4
(5-15vol. %) or HCI(20-30 vol.%) to
remove the oxide layer, is covered with
the given NTF which is also thoroughly
cleaned, washed and rinsed with milli Q
water and ethanol. In order to secure
intimate contact, the NTF should be
wetted by the electrolyte solution before
use. The electrolyte used here was
CuSO4.5H2O (195-250 g/1,i.e. 0.78-1
M)+ H2SO4 (30-75 g/1), with current
density of 0.1-1 A/cm2/6V. In our
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Figure 3 : Design of etching cell

Figure 2 : Irradiation set up at GPSC
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experiment, we have used 115 W Elnova
power supply of HYTEK (model61) with
maximum voltage range 0-30 V and
maximum current range 0-2 A having
various functions like set voltage and
current limit function. An ammeter
having maximum range of 1A is used in
series with the cell to limit the current
during electrode position process.
Temperature of the electrolyte is
recorded using a SONIT digital
thermometer. In our experiment we
applied 4 V across the electrode and a
current of 0.9 A through the electrolyte
for 30 minutes. Inter electrode distance
was 1.0 cm and composition of the
electrolyte used in our experiments is of
7.5 g cupric sulfate (Cu SO4.5H2O) in
40 ml Milli Q water + 0.5 ml of 25% dilute
H2SO4. After the electrodeposition was
over, the electrolyte was drained out and
cathode flushed with 3% dilute H2SO4
and air-dried. The NTF was carefully
removed, washed with distilled water,
ethanol and air dried. On the respective
sides of the NTF, metallic structure of

copper could be seen (Fig 4)

3. Fabrication Characteristics 

3.1 Ion Track Characterization

Characterization of this polycarbonate
(Fig.5) for a heavy ion beam irradiation
of Si with energy of 100 MeV reveals
that for this brand of polymer foil using
the aforementioned etching and
irradiation parameters we found that the
pore size of ion tracks grow linearly as a
function of etch time only up to 5 minute
of etching.  We found here our sample
consists of three damaged zones, up to
40 nm (AB), track etch rate is linear, from
40nm to 55nm (BC) etching rate is little
bit slow from 55 to 65 nm etching rate is
slower. All three damaged zones have

different slope. Slope of line AB, BC and
CD are 8.965 nm/min, 2.6013 nm/min.
and 0.509nm/min respectively and then
decreases slowly. Thus we find growth
of the track in makrofol at this energy

increases linearly in the beginning and
then decreases slowly with etching time.
When makrofol is placed in the etching
cell at the instant of breakthrough, there
is rapid increase in the electric current.
With the assumption of cylindrical pore
geometry the effective pore radius is
found using following relation.
Where I represents the electric current, ?
is the conductivity of the etching

solution, L is the thickness of the
polymer film and U is the applied
voltage. Equation (1) can be used to
tailor the effective pore radius and is
found to be inconsistant with the
characterization curve.

3.2 Copper deposition using NTF

SEM (Model LEO 440) photographs of
copper deposition using NTF on the

copper substrate having a diameter
of 60nm is shown in Fig.6. We
fabricated the arrays of  Cu
nanowires by electrochemical
deposition of metal into track-
etched substrate in-line with
previous work [7].

4.0 Conclusions

It has been shown that thin fibrils of
copper with diameters 65 nm can
be fabricated using through etched
holes produced channels of the ion
irradiated polymer films. These
copper needles may be used to
study field emission at the tip of

copper nanowires.  A block
diagram [8] of field emission
studies is shown in  Fig 7. 

Nanowires similar to the ones
fabricated in this work have many
potential applications in bio-
sensing, molecular electronics,
hydrogen storage, memory and
display devices and other sensors.
For example, nanowires can be
used to create a memory device - a
research group at Hewlett-Packard
(HP) in conjunction with the
University of California (UCLA)
have demonstrated a memory cell
which can be formed by the
intersection of two nanowires.  HP
has advanced the idea further in
this field and has prepared a
complicated array of nanowires for
creating a transistor-like device by
growing nanowires from different
semiconductors.  Also, workers at
the University of Southern
California and NASA Research
Centre are predicting a 40 gigabite
per square centimeter storage 

capacity for an indium oxide-based 
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Figure 4 : Block diagram of copper nanowires

Figure 6 : SEM picture of copper having
diameter of 70nm grown on the copper

substrate.

Figure 5 : Characterization Curve

Figure 7 : Block diagram of field 
emission studies
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nanowire memory device they
have created.  Nanowires are also
expected to have trememdous
potential in the field of electronics
and for the most important
elements of molecular electronics.
They are also used in switches and
light-emitting diodes [9-14].
Nanowire-based sensors can also
detect diseases in blood samples.
For this purpose, a nanowire is first
functionalized by attaching nucleic
acid molecules to it. If a fibrosis
gene is present in blood sample,
the conductance of nanowire
changes. Thus nano wires have
huge potential for use as
biosensors.
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Abstract

The discipline now called Solid State
Nuclear Track Detection (SSNTD) dates
back to 1958 and has its roots in the
United Kingdom.  Its strength stems
chiefly from factors such as its simplicity,
small geometry, permanent
maintenance of the nuclear record and
other diversified applications. A very
important field with exciting applications
reported recently in conjuction with the
nuclear track technique is
nanotechnology, which has applications
in biology, chemistry, industry, medicare
and health, information technology,
biotechnology, and metallurgical and
chemical technologies. Nanotechnology
requires material design followed by the

study of the quantum effects for final
produced applications in sensors,
medical diagnosis, information
technology to name a few.  We, in this
article, present a review of past and
present applications of SSNTD
suggesting ways to apply the technique
in nanotechnology, with special
reference to development of
nanostructure for applications utilising
nanowires, nanofilters and sensors. 

1. Introduction

The science of solid state nuclear track
detection (SSNTD) has come a long way
since its birth in 1958 in LiF crystals [1]
when etch pits, or tracks as they became
known, were found in a LiF crystal
previously placed in contact with a
uranium foil, irradiated with slow
neutrons and treated with a chemically
aggressive solution.  Fission damage to
the crystal gave rise to the track.
SSNTD-based devices are preferred
over other nuclear detectors as they
have in themselves the useful properties
of track recording detectors (like the
cloud chambers, nuclear emulsions etc.)
together with the compactness and
single particle counting ability of
semiconductor detectors; but without
requiring any special dark room
processing or expensive electronic
equipments.  Nowadays, ion track
membranes (ITMs), also known as
Nuclear Track filters (NTFs), have
emerged as the main spin-off  from
SSNTDs [2].  Ion tracks are created
when high-energetic heavy ions with
energy of about 1 MeV/nucleon pass
through matter [3]. The extremely high
local energy deposition along the path
leads to a material transformation within
a narrow cylinder of about 10 nm width.
Technological applications have
expanded from biological filters, radon
mapping and dosimetry to use in ion
track etching, microscopic field emission
tips, magnetic nanowires as
magnetoresistive sensors and much
more [4].

Ion track-etched membranes are
an ideal template to prepare
nanostructures of desired shapes
for nano-research.  At the last
International Conference on
Nuclear Tracks in Solids (23rd
ICNT, Beijing, China 2006) there
was much interesting work
reported regarding the
development of nanostructure
through etched track pores [5-10].
In this review, we will look at the
present state of ion track
membranes applied to
nanostructure development, with
special reference to the fabrication
and applications of nanowires,
nanofilters and sensors for special
usage.  We will also suggest
applications for future work.  Some
examples of already realized
nanostructures will be presented,
and some proposed devices
implementing ion track-induced
structures will be discussed
showing the great potential of this
technique in nanotechnology.

2. Techniques

Due to the overwhelming success
of the use of etched tracks and the
difficulties to examine latent tracks
instead, interest in latent tracks has
gradually decreased in the last
decades. Only recently, some new
ideas have emerged which led to a
renaissance of latent track studies.
One of them is related to the
possibility of using modified
individual (i.e. non-overlapping)
latent ion tracks as future
electronically active elements of
nanometric dimensions in large-
scale electronic devices.  The
possible future use of these latent
ion tracks in electronics would
meet the trend to increasing
degrees of miniaturization in
electronics (Figure 1). Apart from
this idea, the use of ion irradiation
to inscribe sub-micrometer 

THE TRACK 
NANOTECHNOLOGY
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conducting patterns (with over
lapping ion tracks) in insulating
polymer matrices is of great
interest, and more applications
might be found in optoelectronics
and membrane technology.

Several historic models exist for
the description of latent ion track
formation [11]; e,g. the "Coulomb
explosion Model" and the "Thermal
Spike Model". A Monte Carlo
model, based on the Binary
Encounter Approximation, has
been developed recently to study
details of the secondary electron
emission and migration inside
tracks of heavy charged particles.
Unfortunately, this model is at
present restricted to a very special
case only: the ionic energy
deposition in water vapour.

There exists a new model which
puts special emphasis on the
formation of excited (i.e. non-
bound) but neutral target atoms
along the ion tracks. We prefer this
letter model for an analytic
description of the ion track, as it
avoids the inherent difficulties of
e.g. the Coulomb Explosion model.

Figure 1: Historical development of
the number of atoms needed for a
storage device [11]. Added are
expectation values for
nanolithography, molecular
electronics, and single ion track
electronics (SITE). For SITE, the
different values shown correspond
to different track sizes, ranging
from: 10 A track diameter 4 and 10
pm length R up to: 100 A diameter
and 100 pm length.

Since the advent of Solid State Nuclear
Track Detection technique a number of
polymers have been used to detect
charged particles. Most of the efforts
have been directed towards testing the
commercially available plastic materials
for various SSNTD applications. Very
few attempts have been carried out
towards systematic designing of the
polymers. The most commonly used
plastic materials as nuclear track
detectors are the cellulose nitrate (LR-
115)TM, poly allyl diglycol carbonate
(PADC) (CR-39)TM and Bisphenol A
polycarbonate (Lexan)TM Nitrocellulose
is thermoplastic polymer and there are
no reports available for a thermoset
material containing nitro groups. It was
found [12] that PTDONM homopolymer
could detect only the fission fragments
and low energy alpha particles, whereas
its copolymers with ADC in weigh ratios
of 2:8 & 1:9 could record both fission
fragments and autoradiograph of 239Pu
alpha source. The ABNEC- ADC (1:9
w/w) copolymer could similarly record
both fission fragments and
autoradiograph of 239Pu alpha source.

A carbonate monomer called PETAC,
based on Pentaerythritol has been
synthesized and cast polymerized to get

P P E T A C
h o m o p o l y m e r
which was used
successfully to
record alpha
particles and
fission fragments
tracks [13]. A novel
monomer Allyl
diglycol sulphite
(ADS) has been
synthesized and
cast copolymerized

with allyl diglycol carbonate (ADC) in the
ratio 1:9 respectively, to get poly-[(ADC)-
co-(DAS)] polymer which was used
successfully as a nuclear track detector
for fission fragments [14]. The monomer
has been synthesized from diethylene
glycol and diallyl sulphite by
transesterification reaction. 

These aspects carry utmost importance
for the successful applications of the
track technology in Nanotechnology and
need further considerations.

3. Applications

Ion tracks have a long tradition in
science and technology. They play many
roles in many areas, e.g. in geology
where the dating of geological
formations is based in some cases on
fission fragment tracks. Industrially, ion
tracks are used for the production of
porous media, e.g. for particle filters [3].
Here, polymer foils are irradiated with
heavy ions and subsequently etched to
remove the material from the track
region. A unique variant of this ion beam
method is the single-hole filter which
reaches an extremely high selectivity for
particle filtering.  With modern ion beam
facilities, the tracks can be placed in an
ordered array (see Figure 2). This is
important for electronic applications
since it facilitates the addressing, which
is problematic for statistically distributed
tracks.

Figure 2: Regularly spaced (10 µm
apart) single ion tracks in a polymer
matrix [3].  The picture (from GSI
Darmstadt) shows the pores which are
produced by etching the polymer foil
after irradiation. The close and regular
spacing is achieved by using a focused
ion beam (microbeam) and single ion
detection. After the detection of an ion
impact, the beam is switched to the next
position.

A very important emerging field requiring
our full attention is nanotechnology.
There are essentially two ways to use
ion tracks for nanostructuring.  The first
is based on track etching as used in filter
production (see Figure 3), i.e. one
irradiates a polymer foil and etches the
tracks to create thin pores in the foil.
These pores are subsequently filled with
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an appropriate material to make
nanostructures. In this process, the
polymer foil serves as a template and
can be removed (dissolved) if required.
The second method uses the ion tracks
directly without additional etching and
refilling steps. This method is simpler
than the template technique since no
filling of the pores is required but it is of
course strongly limited in the choice of
materials and structures. The often
occurring material transformation in the
track from crystalline to amorphous is
mostly not very useful for applications.
Work by Krauser et al [15] found a
dramatic increase of the electrical
conductivity in ion irradiated diamond-
like carbon (DLC), the material changing
from insulating (diamond-like) to
conducting (graphite-like) carbon in the
track. In this way, thin conducting wires
in an insulating matrix are created.  

Another material with a potentially useful
ion irradiation effect is zinc-ferrite
(ZnFe2O4) which is paramagnetic in its
original state but converted to
ferrimagnetic by ion irradiation [16].  A
similar conversion can be induced in
YCo2 [17].  The number of such
examples is certainly limited but two
good ones, one for electronic and one
for magnetic (spintronic) devices is in
principle sufficient to further pursue this
field.

The ion track etch technique is based on
the availability of accelerated heavy ions
and enables the preparation of micro-
and nano-pores with high aspect ratio
and various shapes in many dielectric
solids. Ion track technology opens a new
low-cost route to nanotechnology
enabling narrow, high aspect ratio
structures with defined cutting angle.
The successful transfer of the technique
to nanotechnological applications
depends (a) on the access to ion
irradiated material, (b) on the availability
of know-how on ion track formation,
etching and replication, and (c) on the
signal effect of key experiments
demonstrating the uniqueness of the
technique. The importance of single ion
track structures as the elementary
building blocks of forthcoming complex
systems was highly stressed in this work
of Spohrs [18].  Spohr also 

highlighted many recent experiments
relevant to micro and nano fabrication -
including pore shape control, ligand
gated ion channels, nanopore based
DNA analysis, electro replication of track
templates, nanowires with radially
modulated composition and randomly
distributed copper nanowires studied as
field emitters;

Polymers are suited for practical
applications, due to their good
mechanical and chemical strength, and
due to their high susceptibility for
selective ion track etching. The resulting
pores can be used as critical apertures
for filtration processes as templates for
nanowires, as temperature-controlled
and diode-like apertures with possible
relevance to sensor and biomedical
applications.  We will also consider
compatible silicon-based applications.

There have been numerous recent
developments in various fields, two such
examples are:

- new fluorescent nuclear track detectors
based on Al2O3:C, Mg single crystals
were tested and calibrated in parallel
with CR-39 plastic nuclear etched track
detectors (PNTDs) in different neutron
fields and with monoenergetic protons
[19].  Good fast to thermal neutron
discrimination was demonstrated.  

- in a spin off to the above work, a latest
development of American company
Landauer [20] is a Fluorescent Nuclear
Track Detector (FNTD) for dosimetry of 

neutrons and heavy charged particles
based on single crystals of aluminum
oxide doped with carbon and
magnesium, and having aggregate
oxygen vacancy defects (Al2O3:C, Mg). 

(i) nanowires

Nanowires can be made from ion track-
etched templates using nanotechnology
created out of chemical compounds.
Much recent work has been reported in
this field. For example, copper
nanowires have been synthesized using
potentiostatic electro-deposition within
confined nanochannels [2] of a porous
ion-crafted membrane, and the
morphology of the electrodeposited

copper nanowires was studied
using scanning electron
microscopy. These nanowires had
uniform diameters of about 100
nm, which corresponded to the
pore size of the templates used in
that work.

Because of their superb electrical,
thermal conductivities and
mechanical properties, gold
nanowires are noted for very
promising technological
applications in nano-electronics,
optoelectronics, and chemical and
biological sensors.  The combined
research groups of Hewlett-
Packard and the University of
California (LA) have recently
demonstrated that a memory cell
can be formed by intersection of
two nanowires. Hewlett-Packard
has gone ahead in this area and
has prepared a complicated array
of nanowires for creating a
transistor like device (by growing
nanowires from different
semiconductors). Workers at
University of Southern California
and NASA Research Centre are
predicting a 40 gigabite per square
centimeter storage capacity for the
indium oxide based nanowire
memory device.

Nanowires will link tiny
components into extremely small
circuits in the near future.  In 2006,
a research team at the IMP in
China succeeded in the production
of gold nanowires in etched ion-
track templates [21].  The polymer
membranes were irradiated with
swift heavy ions in accelerator, and
then etched to obtain pores with
controlled density, different shapes,
diameters and aspect ratios.
Subsequently, these nano-pores
were filled with gold in
electrochemical deposition
process. In this way, the array of
gold nanowires ranging from 20 to
100 nm in diameter, in either poly-
or single-crystalline structure, was
synthesized in the membrane.
Sphor et al recently prepared a
single metal wire by
electrochemical filling of an etched 
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ion track [22].  Also, Au-Te
nanowires with radially modulated
composition were recently created
by coating commercial track-
etched polycarbonate membranes
(6 ?m thick) [18].

Nanowire-based sensors can
detect diseases in blood samples.
For this purpose, a nanowire is first
functionalized by attaching nucleic
acid molecules to it. If a fibrosis
gene is present in blood sample,
the conductance of the nanowire
changes. Thus nano wires have
huge potential for their use as
biosensors.

Suggestions For The Future:

- cobalt nanowires may open up
new opportunities for engineering
innovative materials such as
magnetic storage and recording
devices
- development of gold nanowires is
important for field emission, display
and sensor devices
- nanocomposite materials,
especially ZnO and SnO
embedded in the polymer matrix
have applications in optics,
electronics and photoconductive
devices
- use of SEM and AFM for field
emission studies
- smaller diameter (< 100nm)
nanowires could be made from
different materials
- modification of porous silicon in
an SiO2 matrix [23] using different
types of nanoparticles (e.g. CdTe,
TiO2 )

The field emission properties of
nanowires have been studied by
Maurer et al [24] and later by
Huang et al [25].

(ii) nanofilters

Developments in nanofilters are
finding uses in nanoptical,
biological (waste-water treatment,
air purification), energy storage
device and medical (artificial
kidneys) systems.  There are
currently a range of new products 

making use of ion track etching
technology [26], based on the irradiation
of polymer materials with energetic
heavy ions leading to the formation of
linear damaged tracks across the
irradiated polymeric layer or film (see
Figure 3).  These tracks are then
revealed into pores using a well-chosen
wet chemical etching.  Common
technology is used to manufacture
membranes made of polycarbonate
(PC) or polyethylene terephthalade
(PET) with randomly distributed pores.
Typical membrane thickness is between
10 and 20 microns and pore size is in the
range 0, 1 µm to 10 µm. 

State of the art technology offers new
advantages:

- true nanopores down to 10 nm with
well-controlled pore shape 
- use of polyimide-(PI) resistant to high
temperature (up to 430 °C) 
- ability to track etch a thin layer
deposited on a substrate such as glass,
Si, oxides
- ability to confine nanopores into zones
as small as 10 microns square
(patterning process).

Track-etch produced membranes are
commonly used as:
- separation barriers
- flow controllers 
- for surface capture 
- as transport support 
- as membrane filters and as templates
for nano-object synthesis in the
healthcare, energy, electronics, telecom
and transport sectors.  Improvements
are constantly being made in the 

increased usefulness and user-
friendliness of the track-etching
technique, for example the surfactant-
controlled production of asymmetric
nanopores by controlling the pore profile
(e.g. Apel et al [27] and reviewed by
Healy et al [28]).  The latter work reports
on solid-state nanopore technologies for
nanopore-based DNA analysis - an area
which has huge potential for laboratory
and medical DNA analyses.

Rhee & Burns [29] recently reviewed
methods of organic and synthetic
nanopore production.  Another example
of a recent development - a chemist at
the University of Massachusetts

Amherst has created
nanopores that can
recognize and interact with
certain molecules, actively
controlling their movement
across synthetic
membranes [30].

Regarding the future, a
wide range of industries will
benefit from developments
in high tech track-etched
polymer membranes:

- the transport industry - for
integration in magnetic

sensors and radar
- telecommunications - for systems of
absorption of microwaves, while passing
by screens for portable electronics  [31]
- the energy sector - in the development
of fuel cells

(iii) sensors

Spohr [14] has reported that using
electronic data acquisition systems, wet
state sensors for biomedical applications
can be studied.  Also that nanowires can
be used as field emitters, layered wires
to monitor field strengths. Additionally,
the plastic deformation of latent tracks
opens a possibility to fabricate non-
planar etched track shapes, and ion
tracks can be inscribed in semi-liquid
biological matter. Also in this paper, he
mentions that future fabrication will open
new ways to create fast infrared
sensors.  Applications of ion tracks are
also found in ionization detectors, for
diagnostics and radiation protection.

Figure 3 : Track etching technology (schematic) [26]
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Choi et al [32] recently made advances
in biosensing with conically shaped
nanopores and nanotubes. 

A fast infrared sensor (response time
about 0.1 s) has been demonstrated by
Lindeberg & Hjort [33] and is shown in
Figure 4.  It consisted of a serial array of
many Ni/Sb thermocouples, and each
thermo wire consisted of a bundle of
roughly 100 micro wires.  The goal of
their work was to fabricate a carbon
dioxide monitor for air conditioning
systems in private homes. 

4. Suggestion For Future Work

Porous silicon (PS) is well-known,
inexpensive and integrates with silicon
technology. Since the work by Canham
[34-36] demonstrated visible light
photoluminescence from PS, much
effort has been focused on the possibility
of producing optoelectronic devices
using this new material by enhancing the
photo response of metal-oxide-

semiconductor photodetectors (vis/IR)
with nanocrystals embedded in the oxide
layer [37].  The same can be done by
using PS in sensors, in the production of
visible electroluminescent diodes [38]
and the application of porous silicon in
magnetic sensors [39]. All the above
mentioned applications can be modified
and improved by using metals or
semiconductor nanocrystals of II-VI
compounds or metal oxide nanocrystals
(these are preferred due to their
biocompatiblity and quality of being
environmentally friendly).

methods of fabrication:-

(1) spin-coating of nanostructures
organically/inorganically capping into
porous semiconductors

(2) electrodeposition of nanostructures
(bare or uncapped) into porous
semiconductors

(3) etching silicon samples to study the
effect of different level of doping on the
properties

(4) application of porous silicon with
different surface functionalization in
chemical and biosensors

(5) the use of electrophoretic deposition
of nanostructures and possibly their
mixtures in light emitting (LED)
photodetector magnetic applications

(6) we will use our own commercially
available multi-walled nanotubes (mwnt)
to improve the conductivity in some of

the above and also to as
electron emitters

(7) using porous or non-
porous Si with
nanostructure deposits we
can fabricate chemical
sensors, e.g pollution
sensors

(8) fabrication of
electrochromic (solar cell)
devices, e.g. "smart"
window

(9) nanostructured seals to
cover mobile phones.

5. Discussion 

We have considered the current
day derivative applications of the
SSNTD technique and highlighted
some of the ways it is applied in
nanotechnology, with special
reference to development of
nanostructured materials using
pores of ion-track etch membranes
(namely template synthesis).
There are a great deal of future
possibilities regarding the role of
ion tracks in nanotechnology and
we have suggested some of these.
This is a review about our present
understanding of latent ion track in
polymers, and their possible future
application to nanometric
electronic technology. 

The fact that a comprehensive and
cogent theoretical framework is
missing [40]. We gained the least
insight into what is happening at
the level of physics or chemistry in
regard to understanding the
underlying causes or mechanisms
of track formation and retention, or
properties of the track-forming
media?

Some progress has been made
concerning the knowledge of
external and internal geometric
track structures, including the
influence of compaction, the basic
chemical reactions, and the
intrinsic conductivity of latent
tracks.

Based on this fundamental, a
deeper understanding of latent ion
tracks has to be developed now by:
Furthermore, the above proposed
ways for precise positioning and
contacting of individual ion tracks
have to be tested. Only then it will
be possible to tailor and arrange
ion tracks so that they can fullfill
specific requirements and be
incorporated in future hyperdence
electronic devices as elements of
nanometric lateral dimensions.

Figure 4: Wire bundle (cross section 0.5 x 0.5 ?m2 ) [33]
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British Institute of Technology and 
E-Commerce, London

Introduction
The continent of Africa - once called the
"Dark Continent" - has had its ups and
downs, since its partition between the
years 1880-1914.  The continent, with its
huge natural resources, particularly
precious metals such as gold, diamonds,
bauxite and copper etc have all served
as magnets that attracted colonialism,

foreign extractive industries and trade on
the continent.  With independence
coming to the republic of South Africa in
1994, - the last African country south of
the Sahara to attain freedom from
colonialism -  the 'darkness' that the
continent had been associated with had
completely lifted, giving way to light.
Light has not only dawned on the

continent, but light came with huge
business and investment opportunities
on the continent.

In recent times, however, there have
been plenty of reasons to be
disappointed, even disillusioned, with
the continent of Africa.  As reported by
The Economist (2008). Yoweri Museveni
of Uganda changed his constitution to
win a third presidential term in "dubious
circumstances", and Meles Zenawi,
Ethiopia's Prime Minister, ruined his
reputation when his police shot dead
scores of opposition supporters in 2007.
Comrade Bob Mugabe, the last of the
original "liberation-big men" of Africa,
seems bent on holding on to power at all
costs, and the government of the Sudan
continues with its genocidal military
campaigns against its own people in
Daffour.  And only last year the whole
world was held spell bound in horror at
the violence that erupted in Kenya,
hitherto, one of the most stable countries
on the continent, when President
Kibaki's massaged election results'
figures failed to add up.  There is also
still famine in the Horn of Africa, parts of
Kenya, Somalia, Niger and Ethiopia
where people are facing critical food
shortages. 
Notwithstanding all these, individual
countries on the continent of Africa have
plotted their own courses to relative

stability, democracy and prosperity.
This great initiative is led by the
Republic of South Africa - South
Africa is beginning to lead the
continent in an entirely new way
(The African Renaissance) - and
has been trying to nudge the rest of
Africa towards emulating its own
success.

Investment Attraction

The growth of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) into developing
countries such as Ghana, Nigeria,
Angola and South Africa, can be
catalytic to the strengthening of the
production base of semi-processed
and manufactured goods in these
countries.  FDI has also remained
a source of relative stability in
capital flows to developing
countries, in that it makes available
capital, technology and skilled
labour to help manufacturing
towards increased exports and
economic development in these
countries.

Crucial as the FDI inflows into
African countries for development
are, while the percentage of FDI
inflows attracted into the
developing regions of Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean show
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Table 1: Regional Distribution of Inward FDI Stock to Developing Countries
1985, 1990, 1995 and 1997 (%)

Figure 1 : The Continent of Africa 
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trends of increase those of the
African region had been
shrinking.(See Table 1).
Nearly a decade on, this trend
remains the same; Africa receives

the least of the world's investment
into the region (See Figure 2).
The African countries of Ghana,
Nigeria, Angola and South Africa -
in fact the whole continent - need to
attract substantial and significant
investments into their respective
countries on the continent to bring
about economic development with
the view of cutting down poverty.

Economic Development in Africa

It can be argued, however, that
until Africa is able to embark on a
"staged model of economic
development", nothing much will
happen to the continent. There are
five stages involved in this model
which, incidentally, have been used
by both Western and East Asian
countries to reach where they are
today in their countries' economic
development. 

The first stage is Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI). Traditional
African society suffers from a weak
capital base and static economy.
Tons of aid, debt relief or trade
concessions will not provide the
needed capital base or scientific
approach to production in Africa.
There is also insufficient domestic
savings from either individuals or
governments to undertake the size
of infrastructure upgrade and
capital formation to make the
establishment of modern factories
possible. The only way is for

African countries to re-double their
efforts in attracting significant FDI. The
process is described by development
economists as a "Large Scale
Internationally Managed Support

System" (LSIMSS).
This has been hugely
successful in Malaysia
and Singapore. 

The second stage is
"economic take-off". In
traditional African
society, the pre-
conditions for economic
take-off require
technical application of
the sciences
(technology and skills).
There must also be new

political structures (political stability) and
good infrastructure to attract FDI in
sufficient and significant quantities to
enhance economic production. 

FDI has enormous potential for helping
the accelerated development of various
sectors of a country. In Ghana, for
example, when the Akosombo Textiles
Factory was established in the 1960s
through FDI led by the South Koreans,
the company built a hospital for both
workers and residents of the Akosombo
Township. 

It also improved the existing
infrastructure or built new ones
altogether - roads, water supply,
communication, hospitals, schools,
electricity, etc. It also established social
facilities such as golf and sports centres
for the community. It even built a football
team, Akotex, from scratch, which
played in the country's premier league,
and did very well for many years. Most
importantly, the company provided
thousands of jobs, paid corporation tax
to the government and produced
manufactured goods for domestic
consumption and export. This is the way,
in my opinion, to tackle poverty and
economic stagnation in Africa.  Imagine
if Ghana -or for that matter, African
countries - had 100 more of such FDI
projects around the country? This is
what Africa needs to substantially
reduce poverty - not aid or debt relief.
There are many investment
opportunities in Africa which foreign
investors could look at.

The third stage is growth. With "takeoff",
growth becomes a normal condition as
the powers of growth strengthen each
other. There is higher formation of
capital, increasing entrepreneurs'
initiatives, and the political constellation
is attuned to economic objectives. This,
surely, is better for Africa's economic
development than aid or debt relief. 
The fourth stage is the "drive to
maturity". For this to happen in Africa, it
will depend entirely on technological
support. This is where the presence of
significant FDI (with technology transfers
and support) would be crucial. 

The fifth stage is the "age of high mass
consumption", whereby society achieves
affluence, production of mass consumer
goods, becomes perfect, and the
population shares not only in the
material wellbeing (consumer goods,
social services) but also in material
progress/economic development
(leisure time, cultural development, good
schools and hospitals, effective
education, infrastructure). 

Some observers argue that this concept
assumes the existence of developed
nations' attitudes and arrangements in
developing countries. This is a sound
argument. For example, in Australia,
with its Western style economy, the fifth
phase set in immediately after the
beginning of the "take-off" stage, even
without the "maturity" phase having
been completed. This trend of
abridgement constitutes a favourable
sign for Africa.

Investment Opportunities in Ghana

Ghana serves as the gateway to doing
business and investments into West
Africa.  Many investment opportunities
abound in the country:

Medicinal Plants

There is high demand for medicinal
plants from Ghana by Pharmaceutical
industries around the world.  Available
scientific information indicates most of
parts of Ghana are suitable for the
cultivation of various medicinal plants,
particularly cola nitida (Bisi), Alchornea
Cordifolia (Ogyama) Griffonia
Simplicifolia (Kagya) which are all in
high demand by both international and

Figure 2 : Regional FDI Distribution of Target Developing and
transition Economies by Host Regions
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local pharmaceutical firms.  This offers a
huge investment opportunity for the
developed world to open a
pharmaceutical firm for herbal or
orthodox medicine laboratory in this
country fully utilizing the availability of
these raw materials.

Figure 3 : Map of Ghana

Gold/Industrial Diamond

Most of Ghana, particularly the Ashanti
Belt, lies within the Pre-Cambrian
Guinean Shield of West Africa, Birimian,
Tarkwaian and Dahomeyan systems, the
Togo series and the Buem Formation
(Gold Belts). Ghana boasts of over 22
million ounces of gold; and according to
geologists, this number represents just
the tip of the ice-berg in regards to the
amount of gold deposits in the 'golden
soils' of the country that remained
untapped.

The country expects several mines to be
developed with a corresponding
increase in the number of government
issued mining prospecting licensing.
Mining companies from Australia, The
USA, and South Africa are all in Ghana
prospecting and mining gold.  The
Ghanaian government gives attractive
tax incentives to all foreign investors into
the country.  

Interests from both foreign and
Ghanaian investors continue to grow in

the development of kaolin and quarry
deposits.  Partners have a great
opportunity to develop exploration and
exploitation investment opportunities in
the country.

Other Minerals including Bauxite (over
350 million tones with high content of
aluminum and silica), Limestone, Iron
Ore, Manganese and clay all form great
investment opportunities in the country.

Tourism

Private investment is very much needed
to boost development -especially in
improving tourist facilities and services.
The main investments areas in this
sector of Ghana's economy include the
accommodation category. Investments
are lucrative in various areas of
accommodation establishments such as:

- Beaches
- Lake and River Resorts
- Lodges and Camps 
- National Parks 
- Natural Reserves
- Hill and Mountain Resorts
- Hotels
- Camping Facilities
- Village Tourism Accommodation
- Urban Accommodation
- Recreation & Sports
- Water Sports 
- Entertainment
- Tour & Travel
- Casino Villages

There are private investment
opportunities in the above mentioned
areas, not only in Accra, but in all the
other 9 regions of Ghana.  Each region
has a variety of tourist attraction features
such as a national park or a game
reserve, historic monument, beautiful
beaches and other scenic features.

Other Investment Opportunities

Other investment opportunities in Ghana
include the Timber and Wood industries
(including wood products and furniture
making) Packaging, Soap Production,
Leather Industry, Brass Products, Iron &
Steel, Glass products, Rubber Products,
Textiles, ICT Computers &
Telecommunications, Insurance, Value
addition to Cocoa and Protected Forest

areas for Game Reserves.

Investment Opportunities in
Angola

Within the investment policy
framework of Angola, the foreign
investment strategy awards priority
to agro-pastoral and food
production, mining industries,
fisheries and fisheries-by-products
industries, and construction
materials industries.  Angola also
has abundant and diversified
mineral resources, oil and
diamonds, gold and iron ore,
among others which open huge
investment opportunities for the
investment companies, particularly
those of the developed world. The
exploitation of these resources can
trigger a very wide range of
services downstream.

The first short term priority of
investing in Angola, however, is the
construction of 5 star hotels in
Luanda with the capacity of 400 to
500 rooms each including rooms
complementary to the hotel and
tourist business. In effect there
already exist available plots of
which an example of the technical
indicators is cited below: 

- Plot situated in Avenue 4 of
February in Sope da Fontaleza de
S. Miguel Total Area: 28.700,00m2

- Construction Area: 14.500m2

- Number of floors: 3 to 7 floors
- Juridical Situation: Confiscated by 
the State through the decree no
43/76
- Mode of Acquisition: Sale on
Right to Area for 60 years extended
according to the rule no 1/94
(juridical regime on the concession
of plots in the province of Luanda)
Value per square meter Equivalent
to 80,00 USD
- Price: Equivalent to 2.296.000.00
USD
- Degree Affected: Some
unlicensed constructions

- Type of Construction: Five star
Hotels.
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Angola has an historic cultural
infrastructures with a strong
national identity and immense
historic ethnographic patrimony.
There are monuments and sites
which depict the history of
colonization and in particular
related to the traffic of slaves along
the whole coast. This could be
used in actions of investment for
the rehabilitation and promotion of
the Angolan tourist industry. 

Investment opportunities in
Nigeria

Nigeria, the most populous country
in Africa, possesses huge natural
resources that open wide the
investment opportunities in that
country.

The country, through the Canadian
investment broker, Globe
Corporation, has identified several
highly profitable investment
opportunities throughout the
country. Some of these are in
specific projects that would enable
sharp investors to make good
returns on their investments.
There are opportunities for
business people looking for new
markets to sell to, invest into and or
to manufacture in: Nigeria has the
right scenario today, according to
Globe Corporation.

Figure 4: An Investment Map of
Nigeria

Globe Corporation is therefore
looking for investors who would
support the various projects that
are currently being considered.
(See Table 2 below). Each one of

these projects is expected to yield a
minimum of 30% gross profit per year,
over the next 5 years. Some could easily
generate over 50% starting with the very
first year.
Special arrangements are in place to
attract foreign and other investors into
the country.  For example when an
investor invests in a specific project
investing US$100,000 today in any
project listed, that investing company or
individual should expect a minimum of
$30,000 profit back as gross profit at the
end of 12 months from start of project.

The Nigerian Investment Promotion
Centre (NIPC), therefore, in line with its
mandate to constantly provide up-to-
date information on investment
opportunities and issues, now offers
investors, this document on Business
Opportunity in Nigeria. The evolving
opportunities in the Communications,
Power and Steel, solid Minerals,
Maritime and Railway Transportation
sectors, the tourism and Export
Processing Zones have been
highlighted to complement the profitable
ventures already available from
agricultural production and agro
processing sectors and the oil and gas
sector. 

The commission is more than ever,
committed to providing the investor with
reliable and trusted back-up services to
facilitate the establishment of new
enterprises in Nigeria. 

Investment Opportunities in South
Africa

After gaining independence from the
now defunct apartheid regime in 1994,
South Africa stands as the most
commercially viable and dominant
economy of the continent of Africa.

Figure 5: Map of South Africa showing
Provinces

With the country's catchy slogan, "South
Africa Alive with Possibility", investment
opportunities cannot be more attractive
and promising.  South Africa's three
major cities, Johannesburg, Cape Town
and Durban, have implemented major
strategic initiatives aimed at
regenerating the inner cities and
attracting investment.  Large
infrastructural projects and funding
initiatives have been set in motion.
South Africa has also created a number
of regional Spatial Development
Initiatives (SDI) and Industrial
Development Zones (IDZ) that will

Table 2 : Main Nigerian Investment Opportunities: 2006-2007
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impact on the revitalization of its major
cities.

Heavy investment in world class
infrastructure and record levels of
consumer confidence, are fuelling South
Africa's economy which has shown
continuous positive growth for over a
decade.  A recent example of this is the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of
China, whose US$ 5.5 billion stake in
the Standard Bank is not only the largest
inward investment in South Africa; it is
China's biggest financial acquisition
ever.

Specific South African Investment
Opportunities

The Film Industry: South Africa has a
vibrant film industry that is increasingly
competitive internationally and provides
an excellent investment opportunity for
foreign investors in Africa.  Local and
foreign filmmakers are taking advantage
of the country's diverse locations - as
well as low production costs and
favourable exchange rate, which make it
up to 40% cheaper to make a movie in
South Africa than in Europe or the US
and up to 20% cheaper than in Australia.
The Information Technology (IT) Market
Sector.

There are significant investment
opportunities in South Africa's highly
matured information technology (IT)
services market which has been growing

at a healthy pace, fuelled by economic
growth and national development
projects, with research and advisory firm
IDC expecting the market to exceed
US$4-billion (about R30.01-billion) this
year (2008).

Private Fixed Investment

The International Finance Corporation
(IFC-World Bank) has called for more
private investment in South Africa's
infrastructure sector, adding that it was
ready to engage with stakeholders to
find solutions to the country's
intermittent power shortages and
increase private investment in health,
education and other social
infrastructure.  This, obviously, opens up
huge investment opportunities in the
infrastructure sector of development in
the country.

The Asian Giants

Several Indian companies are in
talks to invest in South Africa in the
region of R16-billion.These
investments are in metals and
automotive projects at South
Africa's Coega Industrial
Development Zone (IDZ).  Chinese
companies are also showing strong
interest in the Eastern Cape's
hottest industrial property. 

It is on record that Coega
Development Corporation (CDC)
said that several companies from
India and China were looking at the
Coega IDZ, outside Port Elizabeth,
to locate their investments. 

The South African government
investment promotion officers
visited India and China on a few
occasions to convince officials from
India and China to invest in these
projects.  These visits paid off when
15 companies showed "serious
intent" to invest in the zone. 

The International Marketing
Council of South Africa (IMCSA),
established in 2002, has the remit
for the advertising and publicizing
of South Africa' vast investment
opportunities.  

Background to the IMCSA

The International Marketing Council of South Africa was established in August 2002 to help create a positive and
compelling brand image for South Africa.  At that time, the world was unsure about what to think of South Africa, with
many different messages being sent out by various sources. This did very little to build the country's brand and it was
evident that to attract tourism and investment there was a need to co-ordinate marketing initiatives to make them more
effective. 

This led to the creation of the IMCSA, whose main objective is the marketing of South Africa through the Brand South
Africa campaign. 

There are many benefits to having a consolidated brand image, with the most important being that a consistent Brand
South Africa message creates strategic advantages in terms of trade and tourism for the country in an increasingly
competitive marketplace. 

SOURCE: IMCSA
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